Particle physics and superconductivity are deeply entwined. Magnets built from superconducting cables, especially those made from niobium-titanium, allow higher-energy beams to circulate in colliders and provide stronger fields for particle detectors. The LHC is the largest superconducting machine ever, while two of its detectors contain superconducting magnets on an unprecedented scale, allowing the Higgs boson to be discovered five years ago. Demand for higher-performing machines, such as the LHC luminosity upgrade and future circular colliders, requires next-generation conductors such as niobium-tin and CERN is making rapid progress towards such technologies. After MRI, particle physics is the biggest customer for superconductor firms, and the ITER fusion experiment has also had a massive impact on global niobium-tin production. Alongside superconducting magnets has been a rapid evolution of superconducting radio-frequency cavities to accelerate particle beams – as showcased by the upgrade of the LHC’s predecessor, LEP, in the 1990s and today with the realisation of the European X-ray free-electron laser and a possible linear collider. A leap in performance is promised by high-temperature superconductors, which were discovered 30 years ago yet are still an enigma. CERN is making important progress in this domain and has initiated programmes to train the next generation of superconductivity researchers. Together with industry, particle physics is helping us realise the full potential of superconductivity.
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By Lucio Rossi

This month more than 1000 scientists and engineers are gathering in Geneva to attend the biennial European Conference on Applied Superconductivity (EUCAS 2017). This international event covers all aspects of the field, from electronics and large-scale devices to basic superconducting materials and cables. The organisation has been assigned to CERN, home to the largest superconducting system in operation (the Large Hadron Collider, LHC) and where next-generation superconductors are being developed for the high-luminosity LHC upgrade (HL-LHC) and Future Circular Collider (FCC) projects.

When Karl H Onnes discovered superconductivity in 1911, Ernest Rutherford was just publishing his famous paper unveiling the structure of the atom. But superconductivity and nuclear physics, both with their own harvests of Nobel prizes, were unconnected for many years. Accelerators have brought the fields together, as this issue of CERN Courier demonstrates.

The constant evolution of high-voltage radio-frequency (RF) cavities and powerful magnets to accelerate and guide particles around accelerators drove a transformation of our understanding of fundamental physics. But by the 1970s, the limit of RF power and magnetic-field strength had nearly been reached and gigantism seemed the only option to reach higher energies. In the meantime, a few practical superconductors had become available: niobium-zirconium alloy, niobium-tin compound (Nb,Sn) and niobium-titanium alloy (Nb-Ti). Its reliability in processing and uniformity of production made Nb-Ti the superconductor of choice for all projects.

The first large application of Nb-Ti was for high-energy physics, driving the bubble-chamber solenoids for Argonne National Laboratory in the US (see p22). But it was accelerators, even more than detectors or fusion applications, that drove the development of technical superconductors. Following the birth of the modern Nb-Ti superconductor in 1968, rapid R&D took place for large high-energy physics projects such as the proposed but never born Superconducting SPS at CERN, the ill-fated isabelle/CHA collider at BNL and the Tevatron at Fermilab (see p17). By the end of the 1980s, superconductors had to be produced on industrial scales, as did the niobium RF-accelerating cavities (see p27) for LEP II and other projects. MRI, based on 0.5–3 T superconducting magnets, also took off at that time, today dominating the market with around 3000 items built per year.

The LHC is the summit of 30 years of improvement in Nb-Ti-based conductors. Its 8.3 T dipole fields are generated by 10 km-long, 1 mm-diameter wires containing 6000 well-separated Nb-Ti filaments, each 6 μm thick and protected by a thin Nb barrier, all embedded in pure copper and then coated with a film of oxidised tin-silver alloy. The LHC contains 1200 tonnes of this material, made by six companies worldwide, and five years ago it powered the LHC to produce the Higgs boson.

But the story is not finished. The increased collision rate of the HL-LHC requires us to go beyond the 10 T wall and, despite its brittleness, Nb3Sn technology for the HL-LHC is also being used for high-resolution NMR spectroscopy and advanced proton therapy, and Nb,Sn is being used in vast quantities for the ITER fusion project (see p34). Testing the Nb,Sn technology for the HL-LHC is also critical for the next jump in energy: 100 T, as envisaged by the CERN-coordinated FCC study. This requires a dipole field of 16 T, pushing Nb,Sn beyond its present limits, but the superconducting industry has taken up the challenge. Training young researchers will further boost this technology - for example, via the CERN-coordinated EASITrain network on advanced superconductivity for PhD students, due to begin in October this year (see p31).

The virtuous spiral between high-energy physics and superconductivity is never ending (see p37), with pioneering research also taking place at CERN to test the practicalities of high-temperature superconductors (see p43) based on yttrium or iron. This may lead us to dream about a 20–25 T dipole magnet - an immense challenge that will not only give us access to unconquered lands of particle physics but expand the use of superconductors in medicine, energy and other areas of our daily lives.
Slovenia accedes to associate membership

On 4 July, the Republic of Slovenia became an associate member of CERN in the pre-stage to membership. It follows an official notification to CERN that Slovenia has completed internal approval procedures, entering into force an agreement signed in December 2016. “It is a great pleasure to welcome Slovenia into our ever-growing CERN family as an associate Member State in the pre-stage to membership,” said CERN Director-General Fabiola Gianotti. “This now moves CERN’s relationship with Slovenia to a higher level.”

Slovenian physicists contributed to CERN’s programme long before Slovenia became an independent state in 1991, participating in an experiment at LEAR (the Low Energy Antiproton Ring) and on the DELPHI experiment at CERN’s previous large accelerator, the Large Electron–Positron collider (LEP). In 1991, CERN and Slovenia concluded a co-operation agreement concerning the use of the research reactor in Ljubljana for neutron irradiation studies.

“Slovenia’s membership in CERN will on the one hand facilitate, strengthen and broaden the participation and activities of Slovenian scientists (especially in the field of experimental physics), on the other it will bring full access of Slovenian industry to CERN orders, which will help to break through in demanding markets with products with a high degree of embedded knowledge,” said Maja Makovec Brenčič, Slovenian minister of education, science and sport. Slovenia joins Cyprus and Serbia as an associate Member State in the pre-stage to membership. After a period of five years, the CERN Council will decide on the admission of Slovenia to full membership.

HIE-ISOLDE

Revamped

HIE-ISOLDE serves experiments

CERN’s long-running radioactive-ion-beam facility ISOLDE, which produces beams for a wide range of scientific communities, has recently been upgraded to allow higher-energy beams.

In July, the second phase of the High-Intensity and Energy upgrade (HIE-ISOLDE) saw its first user experiments. The Miniball germanium detector, which uses beams from the upgraded HIE-ISOLDE facility, participated in the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider. Their focus has been on silicon tracking, protection devices and computing at the Slovenian TIER-2 data centre, and on the tracker upgrade, making use of the research reactor in Ljubljana for neutron irradiation studies.

“Slovenia’s membership in CERN will on the one hand facilitate, strengthen and broaden the participation and activities of Slovenian scientists (especially in the field of experimental physics), on the other it will bring full access of Slovenian industry to CERN orders, which will help to break through in demanding markets with products with a high degree of embedded knowledge,” said Maja Makovec Brenčič, Slovenian minister of education, science and sport. Slovenia joins Cyprus and Serbia as an associate Member State in the pre-stage to membership. After a period of five years, the CERN Council will decide on the admission of Slovenia to full membership.

HIE-ISOLDE experiments began in late 2016, earlier this year the facility added a further cryomodule that had to be calibrated, aligned and tested. Each cryomodule contains five superconducting radio-frequency cavities to accelerate the beam to higher energies, and in 2018 a fourth cryomodule will be added to the HIE-ISOLDE linac to reach the final design energy of 10 MeV per nucleon.

The HIE-ISOLDE beams will be available until the end of November, with 13 experiments hoping to use the facility during that time – more than double the number that took data last year.
Precision study reveals proton to be lighter

A team in Germany has made the most precise measurement to date of the mass of a single proton, achieving a precision of 32 parts-per-trillion (ppt). The result not only improves on the precision of the accepted CODATA value by a factor of three but also disagrees with its central value at a level of 3.3 standard deviations, potentially shedding light on other mysteries surrounding the proton.

The proton mass is a fundamental parameter in atomic and particle physics, influencing atomic spectra and allowing tests of ultra-precise QED calculations. In particular, a detailed comparison between the masses of the proton and the antiproton offers a stringent test of the fundamental CPT invariance of the Standard Model.

The team at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics (MPIK) in Heidelberg and collaborating institutions used a bespoke electromagnetic Penning trap cooled to 4 K to store individual protons and highly charged carbon ions. By measuring the characteristic cyclotron frequencies of the trapped ions and using the sensitive image-current detectors, the mass of the proton in natural units follows directly.

For the new measurement, the team stored one proton and one highly charged carbon ion in separate compartments of the apparatus and then transported them alternately into the measurement compartment.

KEDR pins down R at low energies

The KEDR collaboration has used the VEPP-4M electron–positron collider at the Budker Institute in Russia to make the most precise measurement of the quantity “R” in the low-energy range. R is defined as the ratio of the radiatively corrected total hadronic cross-section at zero-impact annihilation to the Born cross-section of the quark–antiquark annihilation.

The KEDR team performed a precise measurement of R at 20 points in energy ranges 1.84–3.05 and 3.12–3.72 GeV over 20 months of data-taking. The dependence of R on the centre-of-mass energy is critical for determining the running strong coupling constant in QCD, a theory that describes the interactions of quarks and gluons at very-high-momentum scales.

NuPECC sets out long-range plan

On 19 June, the Nuclear Physics European Committee (NuPECC) released its latest plan for nuclear research in Europe, following 20 months of work involving extensive discussions with the scientific community. The previous long-range plan was issued in 2010.

Today, nuclear physics is a broad field covering nuclear matter in all its forms and exploring its possible applications. It encompasses the origin and evolution of the universe, the nuclear fuel cycle, and the control of nuclear accidents. The NuPECC long-range plan has confirmed its high prominence. The last prominent recommendations have

and with industry, we are ensuring that we are ready to make the most of this upcoming data and computing surge,” says SKA director-general Philip Diamond. “CERN and SKA have agreed to hold regular meetings to discuss the strategic direction of their collaborations, and to develop demonstration projects or prototypes to investigate concepts for managing and analysing exascale data sets in a globally distributed environment. “The LHC computing demands are tackled by the Worldwide LHC computing grid, which employs more than half a million computing cores around the globe interconnected by a powerful network,” says CERN’s director of research and computing Eddick Eilsen. “As our demands increase with the planned intensity upgrade of the LHC, an important step toward expanding our capacity is to use advanced computing paradigms, such as cloud computing,” she says.

B i g  d a t a

SKA and CERN co-operate on extreme computing

On 14 July, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) organisation signed an agreement with CERN to formalise their collaboration in the area of extreme-scale computing. The agreement will address the challenges of “exascale” computing and data storage, with the SKA and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to generate an overwhelming volume of data in the coming years.

When completed, SKA will be the world’s largest radio telescope with a total collecting area of more than 1 km² using thousands of high-frequency dishes and many more low- and mid-frequency aperture array telescopes distributed across Africa, Australia and the UK. Phase 1 of the project, representing approximately 10% of the final array, will generate around 300 PB of data every year — 50% more than has been collected by all experiments in the last seven years. As is the case at CERN, SKA data will be analysed by scientific collaborations distributed across the planet.

NuPECC’s latest report includes CERN facilities. The collaboration now plans to measure R in the range 5–7 GeV, where the last similar experiment was carried out more than a quarter of a century ago.

Further reading

Five years ago, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the LHC announced the discovery of a new particle consistent with that of a Standard Model Higgs boson. Since then, based on proton–proton collision data collected at energies of 7 and 8 TeV during LHC Run 1 and at 13 TeV during Run 2, many measurements have confirmed this hypothesis. Several decay modes of the Higgs boson have been observed, but the dominant decay into pairs of b-quarks, which is expected to contribute at a level of 58%, had up to now escaped detection – largely due to the difficulty in observing this decay mode at a hadron collider.

On 6 July, at the European Physical Society conference in Venice, the ATLAS collaboration announced that they had found evidence for H → bb, representing an immense analysis achievement. By far the largest source of Higgs production is their production via gluon fusion, gg → H → bb, but this is overwhelmed by the large background of the bb events, which are produced at a rate 10 million times higher. The associated production of a Higgs with a W or Z vector boson (jointly denoted V) offers the most sensitive alternative, despite having a production rate roughly 100 times lower than H → bb, because the vector bosons are detected via their decay to leptons and therefore allow efficient background rejection. Nevertheless, the signal remains orders of magnitude smaller than the backgrounds, which arise from the associated production of vector bosons with jets and from top-quark production.

The property with the most discriminatory power is the invariant mass of the two-b-jet system, which is measured in both the decay products and at the mass of the Higgs boson (see figure). To increase the sensitivity of the analysis, this mass is used together with several other kinematic variables as input to a multivariate analysis.

Based on data collected during the first two years of LHC Run 2 in 2015 and 2016, evidence for the H → bb decay is obtained at the level of 3.5σ, slightly increased to 3.6σ after combination with the Run 1 results (compared to an expected significance of 4σ). The measured signal yield is in agreement with the Standard Model expectation, within an uncertainty of 30%. The associated VZ production, with Z → bb, allows for a powerful cross-check of the analysis, as the final states are very similar except for the location of the two-b-jet mass peak (see figure); VZ production is observed with a significance of 5.8σ in the Run 2 data, in agreement with the Standard Model prediction.

This analysis opens a way to study about 90% of the Higgs boson decays expected in the Standard Model, which is a sharp increase from the approximately 10% observed previously. With much more data expected by the end of Run 2 in 2018, a definitive confirmation of the H → bb decay may be in sight, with the increased precision providing new opportunities to characterize the Higgs boson.

Further reading
- ATLAS Collaboration 2015 JHEP 01 069.

The large 2016 data set will allow for a precise study of heavy-flavour production with respect to the free nucleon are expected. The particular design of the LHCb experiment, with its fully instrumented forward acceptance, offers a unique opportunity to access production processes in which one parton carries a momentum fraction of the incoming nucleon inside the lead nucleus of approximately $10^{-1} \rightarrow 10^{-3}$ (covering the proton fragmentation region) and $10^{-3} \rightarrow 10^{-5}$ for the lead fragmentation region. The LHCb collaboration recently submitted the first data paper at the LHC based on results obtained with the 2016 proton–lead data sample. This measurement of upcoming years will allow to extend this reach even further, with the study of three-jet topologies allowing the uncovered mass range of 300–600 GeV to be explored.
J/ψ mesons reveal stronger nuclear effects in pPb collisions

Quarkonium states, such as the J/ψ meson, are prominent probes of the quark–gluon plasma (QGP) formed in high-energy nucleus–nucleus (AA) collisions. That bulk J/ψ production is suppressed in AA collisions with respect to proton–proton collisions had been reported by ALICE five years ago. However, measurements of J/ψ production in proton–lead collisions, where the formation of the QGP is not expected, are essential to quantify effects that are present in AA collisions but not associated with the QGP. In a recent study, ALICE has shown that the production of J/ψ mesons in proton–lead collisions is strongly correlated with the total number of produced particles in the event (event multiplicity), and that this correlation varies as a function of rapidity.

In ALICE, the J/ψ measurements are performed at forward (proton direction), mid- and at backward-rapidity (lead direction). An increase of the J/ψ yield relative to the event-averaged value with the relative charged-particle multiplicity is observed for all rapidity domains, with a similar slope at low multiplicities (see figure). At multiplicities a factor two above the event average, the trend at forward rapidity is very different from those at mid- and backward-rapidity. In the forward rapidity window, a saturation of the relative yield sets in at high multiplicities, which is interesting because the forward region with low parton fractional momentum is in the domain of gluon shadowing/saturation. Models incorporating nuclear parton distribution functions with significant shadowing have previously been shown to describe J/ψ measurements performed in event classes selected according to the centrality of the collision. The present measurement, exploring significantly more “violent” events (below 1% of the total hadronic interaction cross-section), suggests that effective gluon depletion in the colliding lead nucleus is larger in high-multiplicity events. However, there are additional concepts to describe this regime of QCD, and it remains to be seen whether such models can also describe the saturation of the yields at forward rapidities.

Further reading

Dialects and magnets

A remarkable analogy with magnetism can explain how regional dialects develop, according to a new study. James Burridge of the University of Portsmouth in the UK has shown that a simple spatial model of language change reproduces a wide range of observations and predictions of linguists who study dialects in which speakers adopt the dialect they most hear. This leads to a local “alignment” similar to that of spins in a ferromagnet, and the appearance of dialect domains bounded by domain walls or “isoglosses”, to use the linguists’ term. Taking into account varying population densities makes the isoglosses spontaneously bend, reflecting relevant geographical features.

Further reading

Quantum voting

Arrow’s theorem, perhaps better known to political scientists than to physicists, proves that no electoral system in which voters simply rank candidates can rank them for the population as a whole while simultaneously satisfying three “fairness criteria”: if every voter prefers option A over option B, the population prefers A over B; if every voter’s preference between A and B is unchanged then the population’s preference remains unchanged; and there is no one voter (no dictator) who can always determine the population’s preference. This assumes classical voting, but Ning Bao and Nicole Yunger Halpern of Caltech have now shown that if entanglement, superposition and interference are used, a quantum version of such voting becomes possible. This quantum version of majority rule is shown to violate the quantum Arrow conjecture, elucidating Bell’s inequality by a factor 2.37 ± 0.09 under Einstein locality conditions. Until now, free-space demonstrations of entanglement have been limited to line-of-sight links across cities or between mountaintops, with link separations limited to around 100 km due to scattering and coherence decay. The new result therefore marks a big advance for secure communications networks and, in the future, a space-based quantum internet.

Further reading

Invisible solar cells

The performance of silicon solar cells can be boosted by cloaking their metal contacts such that they are invisible to incoming light, according to a demonstration by Martin Schuurman of Karlruhe Institute of Technology and co-workers. Today’s commercial solar cells lose around nine percent of their efficiency due to light being blocked by their metallic contacts. While diffractive optical structures can help, the new scheme is based on coordinate-transformation materials that bend light around the contacts to achieve all-angle invisibility. Results showed that the short-circuit current density of the cloaked cell increases by 7.3%, while its power conversion efficiency is enhanced by 9.9%.

Further reading
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Evidence suggests all stars born in pairs

The reason why some stars are born in pairs while others are born singly has long puzzled astronomers. But a new study suggests that no special conditions are required: all stars start their lives as part of a binary pair. The result has implications not only in the field of star evolution but also for studies of binary neutron-star and binary black-hole formation. It also suggests that our own Sun was born together with a companion that has since disappeared.

Stars are born in dense molecular clouds measuring light-years across, within which denser regions can collapse under their own gravity to form high-density cores opaque to optical radiation, which appear as dark patches. When the densities reach the level where hydrogen fusion begins, the cores can form stars. Although young stars already emit radiation before the onset of the hydrogen-burning phase, it is absorbed in the dense clouds that surround them, making star-forming regions difficult to study. Yet, since clouds that absorb optical and infrared radiation re-emit it at much longer wavelengths, it is possible to probe them using radio telescopes.

Sarah Sadavoy of the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg and Steven Stahler of the University of California at Berkeley used data from the Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescopes in New Mexico, together with millimetre-wavelength data from the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) in Hawaii, to study the dense gas clumps and the young stars forming in them in the Perseus cluster—a star-forming region about 600 light-years away. Data from the JCMT show the location of dense cores in the gas, while the VLA provides the location of the young stars within them.

Studying the multiplicity as well as the location of the young stars inside the dense regions, the researchers found a total of 19 binary systems, 45 single-star systems and five systems with a higher multiplicity. Focusing on the binary pairs, they observed that the youngest binaries typically have a large separation of 500 astronomical units (500 times the Sun–Earth distance). Furthermore, the young stars were aligned along the long axis of the elongated cloud. Older binary systems, with an age between 500,000 and one million years, were found typically to be closer together and separated around a random axis.

Subsequent to cataloguing all the young stars, the team compared the observed star multiplicity and the features seen in the binary pairs to simulations of stars being formed either as single or binary systems. The only way the model could reproduce the data was if its starting conditions contained no single stars but only stars that started out as part of wide binaries, implying that all stars are formed as part of a binary system.

After formation, the stars either move closer to one another into a close binary system or move away from each other. The latter option is likely to be what happened in the case of the Sun, its companion having drifted away long ago.

If indeed all stars are formed in pairs, it would have big implications for models of stellar birth rates in molecular clouds as well as for the formation of binary systems of compact objects. The studied nearby Perseus cluster could, however, just be a special case, and further studies of other star-forming regions are therefore required to know if the same conditions exist elsewhere in the universe.

Further reading
S Sadavoy and S Stahler 2017 MNRAS 469 3881.

Picture of the month

This image from the Juno spacecraft shows the great red spot on Jupiter in beautiful detail. The Juno satellite was launched in 2011 and produced the image during a flyby on 11 July during which the satellite came as close as 3000 km to the cloud tops of Jupiter. The fast rotating storm on Jupiter is several times larger than the Earth and contains winds with speeds up to 600 km per hour. The feature is at least 150 years old, but observations of a large spot on Jupiter date back to the first astrophysical measurements from around 1600, although it is not clear if the storm observed at the time is the same that Juno captured now. The nature of the red colour is still not understood. One possibility is that it is due to chemicals that are formed as a result of cosmic-ray interactions with the ammonium hydrosulphide in Jupiter’s atmosphere.
High-field accelerator magnets

Particle physicists try to understand the environment that existed fractions of a second after the Big Bang by studying the behaviour of particles at high energies. Early studies relied on cosmic rays emanating from extraterrestrial sources, but the invention of the circular accelerator by Ernest Lawrence in 1931 revolutionised the field. Further advances in accelerator technology gave physicists more control over their experiments, in particular thanks to the invention of the synchrotron and the development of storage rings. By capturing particles via a ring of magnets and accelerating them with radio-frequency cavities, these facilities finally reached energies of a few hundred GeV. But storage rings are limited by the maximum magnetic field achievable with resistive magnets, which is around 2 T. To go further into the heart of matter, particle physicists required higher energies and a new technology to get them there.

The maximum field of an electromagnet is roughly determined by the amount of current in a conductor multiplied by the number of turns the conductor makes around its support structure. Over the years, the growing scale of accelerators and the large number of magnets needed to reach the highest energies demanded compact and affordable magnets. Conventional electromagnets, which are usually based on a copper conductor, are limited by two main factors: the amount of power required to operate them due to resistive losses and the size of the conductor. Typical conventional-magnet windings therefore tended to use conductors with a cross-sectional area of the order of a few square centimetres, which is not optimal for generating high magnetic fields.

Superconductivity, which allows certain materials at low temperatures to carry very high currents without any resistive loss, was just the transformational technology needed. It powered the Tevatron collider at Fermilab in the US to produce the top quark, and CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to unearth the Higgs boson. Advanced superconducting magnets are already being developed for future collider projects that will take physicists into a new phase of subatomic exploration beyond the LHC (figure 1 overleaf).

Magnetic design of a superconducting niobium-tin quadrupole for the High-Luminosity LHC, showing the magnetic flux density in the collars and in the yoke when the nominal current is circulating in the aperture. (Image credit: CERN/US-LARP.)

Progress in understanding the fundamental constituents of matter continues to be driven by high-field superconducting magnets such as those in the LHC and future circular colliders.
around 10 mm wide. These are not particularly useful for making magnets because precise geometry and current distribution are necessary to achieve a good field quality. Intense studies led to the development of multi-filamentary niobium-zirconium (Nb3Zr), niobium-titanium (Nb-Ti) and niobium-tin (Nb-Sn) wires, propelling interest in superconducting technology. In 1961, Kunzler and colleagues at Bell Labs produced a 7 T field in a solenoid, a relatively simple coil geometry compared with the dipoles or quadrupoles needed for accelerators. This swiftly led to higher-field solenoids, and a number of efforts to utilise the benefits of superconductivity for magnets began. But it was only in the early 1970s that the first prototypes of superconducting dipoles and quadrupoles demonstrated the potential of superconducting magnet technology for accelerators.

A turning point came during a six-week-long study group at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in the US in the summer of 1968, during which 200 physicists and engineers from around the world discussed the application of superconductivity to accelerators (figure 1). Considerable focus was directed towards the possibility of using superconducting beam-handling magnets (such as dipoles and quadrupoles for transporting beams from accelerators to experimental areas) for the new 200–400 GeV accelerator being constructed at Fermilab. By that time, several high-field superconducting alloys and compounds had been produced.

Hitting the mainstream

It could be argued that the unofficial kick-off for superconducting magnets in accelerators was a panel discussion at the 1971 Parti- cle Accelerator Conference held in Chicago, although there was a clear geographical divide on key issues. The European continent was reluctant to delve into higher-risk technology when it was clear that conventional technology could meet their needs, while the Americans argued for the substantial cost savings promised by superconducting machines: they claimed that a 100 GeV superconducting synchrotron could be built in five or six years, while the European estimated a more conservative seven to ten years.

In the US, work on furthering the development of superconducting magnets for accelerators was concentrated in a few main laboratories: Fermilab, the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and Argonne National Laboratory. In Europe, a consortium of three laboratories—CEA Saclay in France, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK and the Nuclear Research Center at Karlsruhe—was formed to enable future conversion of the recently approved 300 GeV accelerator, to become CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), to higher energies using superconducting magnets. Of particular historical note, a transposed cable “produced part of 1970s with the launch of several accelerator projects based on superconducting magnets and a rapidly growing R&D community worldwide. These included: the Fermilab-Energy Doubler; Interaction Region (IR) quadrupoles (used to bring particles into collision for the experiments) for the Intersecting Storage Rings at CERN; and IR quadrupoles for TRISTAN at KEK in Japan and UNK in the former USSR. The UNK magnets were ambitious for their time, with a desired operating field of 5 T, but the project was cancelled in the years following the breakup of the USSR.

Although superconducting magnet technology was one of the initial options for the SPS, it was rapidly discarded in favour of resistive magnets. This was not the case at Fermilab, which at that time was pursuing a project to upgrade its Main Ring beyond 500 GeV. The project was initially presented as an Energy Doubler, but rapidly became known by the very modern name of Energy Doubler, and is now known as the Tevatron collider for protons and antiprotons, which shut down in 2011. The Tevatron arc magnets were the result of years of intense and extremely effective R&D, and it was their success that triggered the application of superconductivity for accelerators.

As superconducting technology matured during the 1980s, its applications expanded. The electron–proton collider HERA was built by DESY in Germany, while ISABELLE was reborn as the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL.

Thanks to intensive development by high-energy physics, Nb-Ti magnets can conduct the same current as a bundle of copper wires 11 cm high and 8 cm wide (top). The cables are made from 36 strands with a diameter of 0.825 mm, each of which comprises 6500 superconducting filaments of niobium-titanium surrounded by a 0.0005 mm layer of high-purity copper. (Above) A close-up of the lower part of a 13 kA high-temperature superconducting current lead for powering the LHC main dipole magnets, which contains the material BSCCO-2223. The technology, the first application of HTS materials in a large-scale accelerator system, allows the room-temperature power cables from the power converters to be connected to the cold Nb-Ti bus-bars of the LHC magnets.

Although Nb-Sn was one of the early candidates for high-field magnets, and has much better performance at high fields than Nb-Ti, its processing requirements, mechanical properties and costs present difficulties when building practical magnets. Nb-Sn comes as a round wire from industry vendors, which is excellent for making multi-wire cables but requires the reaction of a copper, niobium and tin composite at 650 °C to develop the superconducting Nb-Sn cable. Unfortunately, Nb-Sn is a brittle ceramic, unlike Nb-Ti, which requires only modest heat treatment and drawing steps and is mechanically very strong. Years of effort worldwide have overcome these limitations and

The development of the LHC magnets offered valuable lessons for next-generation technology.

The high-field accelerator magnets

was readily available from industry. This allowed the construction of magnets with fields in the 5 T range, while multi-filamentary superconductors made from niobium-titanium-tantalum (Nb-Ti-Ta) and Nb-Sn were being pursued for fields up to 10 T. The first papers on the proposed Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) in the US were published in the mid-1980s, with R&D for the SSC ramping up substantially by the start of the 1990s. Then, in 1991, the first papers on R&D for the LHC were presented. The LHC’s 5 T Nb-Ti dipole magnets operate close to the practical limit of the conductor, and the collider now represents the largest and most sophisticated use of superconducting magnets in an accelerator.

The niobium-tin challenge

With the success of the LHC, the international high-energy physics community has again turned its attention to further exploration of the energy frontier. CERN has launched a Future Circular Collider (FCC) study that envisions a 100 TeV proton–proton collider as the next step for particle physics, which would require a 100 km-circumference ring of superconducting magnets with operating fields of 16 T. This will be an unprecedented challenge for the LHC community, but one that they are eager to take on. Other future machines are based on linear accelerators that do not require magnets to keep the beams on track, but demand advanced superconducting radio-frequency structures to accelerate them over short distances.

Thanks to superconducting accelerator magnets wound with strands and cables made of Cu/Nb-Ti composites, the energy reach of particle colliders has steadily increased. After nearly half a century of dominance by Nb-Ti, however, other superconducting materials are finally making their way into accelerator magnets. Quadrupoles and dipoles using Nb-Sn will be installed as part of the high-luminosity upgrade for the LHC (the HL-LHC) in the next few years, for example, and the high-temperature superconductor Bi2SrfexCaCu2Oy (BSCCO), iron-based superconductors and rare-earth bismuth copper oxide (REBCO) have recently been added to the list of candidate materials. Proposals for new large circular colliders has boosted interest in high-field dipole magnets but, despite the tantalising potential for achieving dipole fields more than twice that of Nb-Ti, there are many problems that still need to be overcome.

Fig. 2. A famous six-week-long study group at BNL in the summer of 1968 saw many discussions held during the coffee breaks. From left to right: W B Sampson of BNL talking with P F Smith of the Rutherford Laboratory (with back to the camera), while A D McIntyre and K E Robbins of BNL listen in.

Fig. 3. When cooled to 1.9 K, the LHC’s Nb-Ti-nickel-cobalt cables can conduct the same current as a bundle of copper wires 11 cm high and 8 cm wide (top). The cables are made from 36 strands with a diameter of 0.825 mm, each of which comprises 6500 superconducting filaments of niobium-titanium surrounded by a 0.0005 mm layer of high-purity copper. (Above) A close-up of the lower part of a 13 kA high-temperature superconducting current lead for powering the LHC main dipole magnets, which contains the material BSCCO-2223. The technology, the first application of HTS materials in a large-scale accelerator system, allows the room-temperature power cables from the power converters to be connected to the cold Nb-Ti bus-bars of the LHC magnets.

Although Nb-Sn was one of the early candidates for high-field magnets, and has much better performance at high fields than Nb-Ti, its processing requirements, mechanical properties and costs present difficulties when building practical magnets. Nb-Sn comes as a round wire from industry vendors, which is excellent for making multi-wire cables but requires the reaction of a copper, niobium and tin composite at 650 °C to develop the superconducting Nb-Sn cable. Unfortunately, Nb-Sn is a brittle ceramic, unlike Nb-Ti, which requires only modest heat treatment and drawing steps and is mechanically very strong. Years of effort worldwide have overcome these limitations and
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was readily available from industry. This allowed the construction of magnets with fields in the 5 T range, while multi-filamentary superconductors made from niobium-titanium-tantalum (Nb-Ti-Ta) and Nb-Sn were being pursued for fields up to 10 T. The first papers on the proposed Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) in the US were published in the mid-1980s, with R&D for the SSC ramping up substantially by the start of the 1990s. Then, in 1991, the first papers on R&D for the LHC were presented. The LHC’s 5 T Nb-Ti dipole magnets operate close to the practical limit of the conductor, and the collider now represents the largest and most sophisticated use of superconducting magnets in an accelerator.

The niobium-tin challenge

With the success of the LHC, the international high-energy physics community has again turned its attention to further exploration of the energy frontier. CERN has launched a Future Circular Collider (FCC) study that envisions a 100 TeV proton–proton collider as the next step for particle physics, which would require a 100 km-circumference ring of superconducting magnets with operating fields of 16 T. This will be an unprecedented challenge for the LHC community, but one that they are eager to take on. Other future machines are based on linear accelerators that do not require magnets to keep the beams on track, but demand advanced superconducting radio-frequency structures to accelerate them over short distances.

Thanks to superconducting accelerator magnets wound with strands and cables made of Cu/Nb-Ti composites, the energy reach of particle colliders has steadily increased. After nearly half a century of dominance by Nb-Ti, however, other superconducting materials are finally making their way into accelerator magnets. Quadrupoles and dipoles using Nb-Sn will be installed as part of the high-luminosity upgrade for the LHC (the HL-LHC) in the next few years, for example, and the high-temperature superconductor Bi2SrfexCaCu2Oy (BSCCO), iron-based superconductors and rare-earth bismuth copper oxide (REBCO) have recently been added to the list of candidate materials. Proposals for new large circular colliders has boosted interest in high-field dipole magnets but, despite the tantalising potential for achieving dipole fields more than twice that of Nb-Ti, there are many problems that still need to be overcome.
High-field accelerator magnets

CERN breaks records with high-field magnets for High-Luminosity LHC

To keep the protons on a circular track at the record-breaking luminosities planned for the LHC upgrade (the HL-LHC) and achieve higher collision energies in future circular colliders, particle physicists need to design and demonstrate the most powerful accelerator magnets ever. The development of the niobium-titanium LHC magnets, currently the highest-field dipole magnets used in a particle accelerator, followed a long road that offered valuable lessons. The HL-LHC is about to change this landscape by relying on niobium tin (Nb3Sn) to build new high-field magnets for the interaction regions of the ATLAS and CMS experiments. New quadrupoles (called MFQX) and two-in-one dipoles with fields of 11 T will replace the LHC’s existing 8 T dipoles in these regions. The main challenge that has prevented the use of Nb3Sn in accelerator magnets is its brittleness, which can cause permanent degradation under very low intrinsic strain. The tremendous progress of this technology in the past decade led to the successful tests of a full-length 4.5 m-long coil that reached a record nominal field value of 13.4 T at CERN. Meanwhile at CERN, the winding of 7.15 m-long coils has begun.

Several challenges are still to be faced, however, and the next few years will be decisive for declaring production readiness of the MFQX and 11 T magnets. R&D is also ongoing for the development of a Nb3Sn wire with an improved performance that would allow fields beyond 11 T. It is foreseen that a 14–15 T magnet with real physical aperture will be tested in the US, and this could drive technology for a 16 T magnet for a future circular collider. Based on current experience from the LHC and HL-LHC, we know that the performance requirements for Nb3Sn for a future circular collider require a large industrial effort to make very large-scale production viable.

Paragios Charitos, CERN.

New long coils for the Nb3Sn quadrupoles for the HL-LHC.

High-field magnets based on high-temperature superconductors are expensive engineering tasks, especially when dealing with large coils. Much progress has been made recently, however, and there is a vibrant programme in industry and academia to tackle these challenges. REBCO has excellent high-field performance, high current density and requires no heat treatment, but it only comes in tape form, presenting difficulties in winding the required coil shapes and producing acceptable field quality. Nevertheless, the performance of this high-temperature superconductor is too tantalising to abandon it, and many people are working on it. Even after half a century, progress in the development of high-field accelerator magnet R&D continues, and indeed is critical for future discoveries in particle physics.

Résumé

Si notre connaissance des constituants fondamentaux de la matière a progressé, c’est en partie grâce aux aimants à champ élevé des accélérateurs, qui permettent de faire entrer en collision des faisceaux de particules de haute énergie. Et sans la technologie des supraconducteurs, les progrès en physique des particules auraient été beaucoup plus lents. Les aimants supraconducteurs s’appuyant sur la technologie désormais standard des câbles en niobium-titane ont permis au Tevatron, collimateur du Fermilab, de produire le quark top, et au Grand collisionneur de hadrons (LHC) du CERN de dévoiler le boson de Higgs. Le CERN développe à présent des aimants de pointe en niobium-titane destinés au LHC à haute luminosité et à de futurs collisionneurs circulaires, et il s’intéresse à l’utilisation de supraconducteurs à haute température.

Stephen Gourlay, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

field in the range of 16 T have recently been achieved – first in 2004 by a US R&D programme and more recently at CERN – and this is close to the practical limit for this conductor. In addition to the near-term use in the HL-LHC, and despite currently costing 10 times more than Nb-Ti, it is the material of choice for a future high-energy hadron collider, and is also being used in enormous quantities for the toroidal-field magnets and central solenoid of the ITER fusion experiment (see p.54).

High-temperature superconductors represent a further leap in magnet performance, but they also raise major difficulties and could cost an additional factor of 10 more than Nb-Sn. For fields above 16 T there are currently only two choices for accelerator magnets: BSCCO and REBCO. Although these materials become superconductors at a higher temperature than niobium-based materials, their maximum current density is achieved at low temperatures (in the vicinity of 4.2 K). BSCCO has the advantage of being obtainable in round wire, which is perfect for making high-current cables but requires a fairly precise heat treatment at close to 900 °C in oxygen at high pressures. This is not a simple engineering task, especially when dealing with large coils. Much progress has been made recently, however, and there is a vibrant programme in industry and academia to tackle these challenges. REBCO has excellent high-field performance, high current density and requires no heat treatment, but it only comes in tape form, presenting difficulties in winding the required coil...
To identify particles emerging from high-energy interactions between a beam and a fixed target, or between two counter-rotating beams, experimental physicists need to measure the particle tracks with high precision. Since charged particles are deflected in a magnetic field, incorporating a magnet in the detector system serves to determine both the charge and momentum of a particle. Momentum resolution is proportional to the sagitta of the detected track, which is proportional to the magnetic field and the square of the length of the track, so larger magnets and larger fields tend to deliver better performance. While being as large and as strong as possible, however, the magnet should not get in the way of the active detector materials.

These general constraints in high-energy physics experiments point to a need for more compact superconducting devices. But additional constraints such as cost, complexity and experiment schedules can lead to the choice of a conventional “warm” magnet if sufficient field and volume can be provided for acceptable power consumption. A detector magnet is one of a kind, and a field accuracy of one part in 1000 is usually sufficient. In contrast, accelerator magnets are typically many of a kind, and are required to deliver the highest possible field with an accuracy of one part in 10,000 or better in a long and narrow aperture. This leads to substantially different technological choices.

Following the discovery of superconductivity, people immediately thought of using it to produce magnetic fields. But the pure materials concerned (later to be called type-I superconductors) only worked up to a critical field of about 0.1 T. The discovery in 1961 of more practical (type-II) superconductivity in certain alloys and compounds which, unlike type-I, allow penetration of magnetic flux but exhibit critical fields of 10–20 T, immediately led to renewed interest in the use of superconducting magnets for detectors.

The use of superconducting magnets for detectors preceded by several years their practical application to accelerators, and each is one of a kind.

The eight “racetrack” coils of the ATLAS barrel toroid, which has an outer diameter of 20.1 m, a mass of 830 tonnes and contains 56 km of superconducting niobium-titanium cable. (Image credit: M Brice, B Michel/CERN.)
interest. Physics laboratories in Europe and the US started R&D programmes to understand how to make superconducting magnets and to explore possible applications.

The first four years were difficult: small magnets were built but it was not possible to get scaled-up versions to operate at currents anywhere close to the level obtained for short samples of the superconducting wire available at the time. A breakthrough was presented at the first Particle Accelerator Conference in 1965, in a seminal paper by Stockly and Zar on cryogenic stability. Cryogenic stability ensures that, if a superconductor becomes normal due to coil motion or a flux jump (when magnetic flux penetrates a thick superconducting magnet in service at the time).

Filaments of niobium-titanium in a copper matrix were the superconducting material of choice at the time, with coils being cooled in a bath of liquid helium. Achievements included: the 3.8 T magnet at Argonne National Laboratory for its bubble-chamber facility; a 3 T magnet for a facility at Fermilab; and the 3.5 T Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) magnet at CERN. The stored energy of the BEBC magnet was almost 800 MJ – a level not exceeded for a large magnet until the Large Helical Device (LHD) presented at the first Particle Accelerator Conference in 1965, in a seminal paper by Stockly and Zar on cryogenic stability. Cryogenic stability ensures that, if a superconductor becomes normal due to coil motion or a flux jump (when magnetic flux penetrates a thick superconducting magnet in service at the time). To improve momentum resolution it was also desirable to extend the transverse momentum, the importance of detecting all of the particles produced in beam collisions in colliders was recognised, and a need emerged for magnets covering close to a full 4π solid angle.

To the Higgs boson and beyond

This allowed the 1–2 T detector solenoids to become larger, with moments of the order of 5 T, enabling the accelerator community and had by now become a commodity for making MRI magnets (an industry that now consumes more than 90% of the superconductors produced), with the attendant reduction in cost.

Therefore by the early 1980s the development of detector magnets had shifted to conductors made of then standard superconducting wires consisting of twisted fine filaments in a copper matrix, single or co-extruded with ultra-pure aluminium to provide stabilization, and wound in solenoidal coils inside a hard aluminium alloy mandrel for support. Pure aluminium is an excellent conductor at low temperature, and far more transparent than the copper that had been used previously. Moreover, rather than being bath cooled, these constant field magnets were indirectly cooled to about 5 K with helium flowing in pipes in good thermal contact with the mandrel. This allowed the 1–2 T detector solenoids to become larger, without power dissipation in the winding and with a low inventory of liquid helium. In this way the coils can be made thin and relatively transparent to certain classes of particles such as muons, so that detectors can be located both inside and outside. Examples of these magnets are those used for the ALEPH and DELPHI experiments at CERN’s Large Electron–Positron (LEP) collider, the D0 experiment at Fermilab and the BELLE experiment at KEK.

LHC occupancy new territory. ATLAS uses a large toroidal coil structure surrounding a thin 2 T solenoid, and the solenoid for CMS delivers an unprecedented 3.8 T (but is not required to be very thin). While both the CMS and ATLAS solenoids use the now traditional technology based on niobium-titanium superconductor co-extruded in aluminium, to allow the structure to withstand the substantial forces the pure aluminium stabiliser is reinforced. This is done either by welding aluminium-alloy flanges to the pure aluminium CMS solenoid or by strengthening the pure aluminium CMS solenoid with an inner stabiliser. This precipitate that improves its strength while not increasing inordinately the resistivity of the aluminium (ATLAS solenoid).

The next generation of magnets planned for the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC), the International Linear Collider (ILC) and Future Circular Colliders (FCC) will be larger, and may require more technological development to reach the desired magnetic fields. Based on a single detector at the interaction point, a new unified detector model has been developed for CLIC and the concepts explored for this detector are also of interest to the high-luminosity, as well as for a future circular electron-positron collider. Like the LHC with ATLAS and CMS, a future circular collider requires a “general-purpose” detector. Previous studies for a detector for a 100 TeV circular hadron collider were based on a twin solenoid pairing with two forward dipole, but these have now been dropped in favour of a simpler system comprising one main solenoid enclosed by an active shielding coil. This design achieves a similar performance while being much lighter and thinner, a goal towards a significant reduction in the stored energy of the magnet from 65 GJ to 11 GJ. The total diameter of the magnet is around 18 m, and the new design could benefit from the important lessons from the construction and installation of the LHC detectors.

Key to the choice of such magnets, in addition to their cost and complexity, is their ability to allow high-quality muon tracking. This is crucial for studying the properties of the Higgs boson, for example, and any additional new fundamental particles that await discovery. If the lengthy discussions surrounding the design of the ATLAS and CMS magnets many years ago are anything to go by we can look forward to intense and interesting debates about how to push these one-off magnet designs to the next level.

Résumé

Des aimants uniques

Les aimants superconducteurs ont été utilisés dans des détecteurs de même durée avant leur utilisation dans les accélérateurs. La taille et la puissance de ces objets exceptionnels a augmenté un fil des décennies, allongeant la performance de nombreux expériences, pour aboutir aux aigants sans précédent qui composent ATLAS et CMS. Pour ce qui est des futurs accélérateurs, la technologie des aimants des détecteurs est plus avancée que celle des aimants des détecteurs, mais les travaux de conception des aigants destinés aux projets de la prochaine génération ont commencé, au CERN et ailleurs.

Tom Taylor, CERN.
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Superconducting RF

Superconducting radio-frequency technology has now attained a level of development similar to that reached for superconducting magnets 15 years ago, and is a key element of the LHC high-luminosity upgrade, future colliders and next-generation X-ray sources.

Behind the size, complexity and physics goals of particle accelerators such as the LHC lies a simple physics principle worked out by Maxwell more than 150 years ago: when a charged particle passes through an electric field it experiences an acceleration proportional to the electric-field strength divided by its mass. While the magnets of a circular accelerator keep the beams on track, it is this principle that shunts them to the high energies needed for particle-physics research. The first accelerators relied on electrostatic fields produced between high-voltage anodes and cathodes, but by the mid-1920s it was clear that radio technology was needed to reach the highest possible energies.

To transfer energy to a beam of charged particles, a space must be created where the beam can move along an electric field produced by high-power radio waves; the higher the field, the larger the energy gain per metre (accelerating gradient). An accelerating space, usually called a radio-frequency (RF) cavity, in a container crossed by the beam in which is stored a rotational electric field that, when the bunch of particles is passing through, is found to be properly oriented in the desired direction. Whatever geometry the cavity has, the power dissipated by the Joule effect is proportional to its surface resistance and to the square of the field inside it.

For the past 30 years, superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities have been in routine operation in a variety of settings, from pushing frontier accelerators for particle physics to applications in nuclear physics and materials science. They were instrumental in pushing CERN’s LEP collider to new energy regimes and in driving the newly inaugurated European X-ray Free Electron Laser. Advanced SRF “crab cavities” are now under development for the high-luminosity upgrade of the LHC.

From Stanford to LEP

It was unclear at first whether superconductivity had much value for RF technology. When a superconductor is exposed to a time-varying electromagnetic field, the electrons that are not coupled as Cooper pairs lead to energy dissipation in the shallow layer of the superconductor surface in which the electric and magnetic fields are dancing together to sustain the rotational electric field that transfers the energy to the beam. But it was soon realised that in the practical frequency range of RF accelerators, from a few hundred MHz to a few GHz, the use of SRF cavities would produce in any case a significant breakthrough due to the increase in the conversion efficiency from plug- to beam-power, cryogenics included. It was simply a question of developing the technology, and this required investment and big projects.

The High-Energy Physics Lab at Stanford University in the US was a pioneer in applying SRF to accelerators, demonstrating the first acceleration of electrons with a lead plated single-cell resonator in 1965. Also in Europe, in the late 1960s, SRF was considered for the design of proton and ion linacs at KFK in Karlsruhe. To be superior to the competing technology of normal-conducting RF, a moderate field of a few MV/m was necessary. By the early 1970s SRF had been introduced in the design of particle accelerators, but results were still modest and a number of limiting factors needed to be understood.

The first successful test of a complete SRF cavity at high gradient and with beam was performed at Cornell’s CESR facility at the end of 1984, involving a pair of 1.5 GHz, five-cell bulk niobium cavities with a gradient of 4.5 MV/m. This cavity design was then used as the basis for the CEBAF facility at Jefferson Lab. Cornell’s success also triggered activities at CERN, where some visionary people were already looking at SRF as a way to double the energy of the Large Electron–Positron (LEP) collider under construction in what is now the LHC tunnel. LEP’s nominal
Three state-of-the-art SRF projects for the High Luminosity LHC and beyond

- Exotic cavity geometries and ancillaries to perform specific gymnastics on the beam to significantly improve the collider luminosity. For example, “crab cavities” (pictured right) are under development at CERN for the high-luminosity LHC with the support of a highly expert collaboration. Starting from existing advanced SRF cavities, the group developed two complementary cavity packages that will tilt the two LHC beams just before they collide, to maximise their overlap and then substantially increase the collision rate. After the collision the beam is returned to its original orbit and the challenge is to do all of this without perturbing the beam. So far, two (out a total of 16) superconducting crab cavities have been manufactured at CERN and RF tests at 2 K have been performed in a superfluid helium bath. The first cavity tests earlier this year demonstrated a maximum transverse kick voltage exceeding 5 MV, corresponding to extremely high electric and magnetic fields on the cavity surfaces. By the end of 2017, the two crab cavities will have been inserted into a specially designed cryomodule that will be installed in the Super Proton Synchrotron to undergo validation tests with proton beams.

- Doping the very thin layer on the cavity inner surface that sustains the electromagnetic accelerating field to reduce the power dissipation at cryogenic temperatures, using a minor quantity of gas such as nitrogen. This R&D project, led by Anna Grassellino at Fermilab, is giving very promising results and is being experimentally applied on the LCLS-II X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) under construction at SLAC. Once the technology is stabilised, the benefit in terms of investment and operation costs will hopefully be very important for all large accelerators requiring a continuous beam, such as new circular colliders, continuous-wavelength XFELs approved or under construction, and accelerator-driven systems for new nuclear-power technology.

- Niobium-tin (Nb3Sn) coating of SRF cavities. This technology has been pursued in a few laboratories for some time, with moderate success. But recent results from Cornell and Fermilab on real single-cell elliptical cavities are close to those obtained with pure niobium, and this could be the starting point for possible application of Nb3Sn coatings in large accelerators. The coating technique, once properly developed, could have significant advantages, mainly because of the higher critical temperature and critical magnetic field of Nb3Sn with respect to those of pure Nb.

Developing the SRF system for “LEP II” was a great challenge and success for the accelerator community. Owing to the relatively low resonant frequency – 352 MHz – of LEP’s underlying design, the superconducting cavities developed ended up being more than four times bigger than the ones successfully tested at Cornell. Since 1979, a small group at CERN had been developing the SRF technology, including all the cavity’s ancillaries necessary for its eventual working, but the best niobium superconducting material produced at that time was not sufficiently performant at such scales, and the first tests cast doubt as to whether the LEP II dream could be realised. In 1980, a pilot project of 20 niobium cavities started to evaluate the feasibility of LEP II SC cavities. In the meantime, the niobium-copper (Nb/Cu) technology developed at CERN by centre-of-mass energy of 90 GeV was the minimum required to produce the recently discovered Z boson, but almost double this energy was needed to test the Standard Model further: specifically, to produce the recently discovered Z boson, but almost double this energy was needed to test the Standard Model further: specifically, to produce the recently discovered Z boson and a large number of pairs of W bosons. But this was a realistic prospect: the machine was already at its limits and any further energy increase would have eventually produced an irreparable failure.

While CERN and LEP II were creating a valuable technology for very large SRF cavities, Jefferson Lab in the US was set to build the CEBAF accelerator. This required installing a large and complete infrastructure to develop the SRF technology based on bulk niobium, going beyond the needs of CEBAF – possibly unavoidable for the success of such a challenging project that was the first of its kind. The decision resulted in the large-scale production of 300 small cavities based on Cornell’s design, but with a marginal contribution from industry mainly limited to the mechanical fabrication of the cavities with no surface treatment. The experience of CEBAF was nevertheless important for the evolution of SRF technology and some of the techniques applied became standard. Among them was the development of electron-beam welding parameters for niobium, the use of clean-room assembly and ultrapure-water rinsing, and some optimisation of the surface treatment of the active internal surface of the SRF cavities. CEBAF was also the first SRF accelerator to be cooled by superfluid helium, operating at a temperature of 2 K. The large cryogenic plant designed and built to cool CEBAF has itself been a crucial step in the development of superconducting technology, not just SRF but also for accelerator magnets such as those used in the LHC.

Concluding this important chapter in SRF development in the mid- to late-1980s are two other major high-energy physics projects: TRISTAN at KEK in Japan and HERA at DESY in Germany. Each produced, through a big national company, state-of-the-art SRF technology involving moderate cavities, typically 500 MHz, of four to five cells, in bulk niobium. The new technologies reached an accelerating electric field of about 5 MV/m, while substantially improving the performances of HERA and TRISTAN.

Linear adventure

All of these large accelerators were still to be completed when, in July 1990, a meeting was held at Cornell, organised by Ugo Amaldi and Hasan Padamsee, to discuss the possibility of developing SRF technology for a future TeV-scale linear collider (thereby avoiding the synchrotron-radiation losses suffered by circular colliders). The proposed name of this object was TESLA and, after three days battling with various figures, we were convinced that such technology was possible. Amaldi returned to CERN to gather support and, one and half years later, over a dinner in a restaurant in Blankenese in Hamburg hosted by Bjorn Wiik, a dozen or so colleagues, including Maury Tigner, Helen Edwards and Ernst Habel, proposed that DESY should host an international collaboration with the task of developing TESLA. The great success of TESLA in opening a new era of SRF had a number of concomitant causes, in addition to the great...
Superconducting RF

The European XFEL cavity family: a 1.3 GHz, naked (in case) and dressed (bottom), and the smaller 3rd harmonic, 3.9 GHz cavity (top) used to linearise the longitudinal phase space.

enthusiasm, friendship and ingenuity of those involved. We had the recent experiences from LEP-II and CEBAF, for instance, plus cryogenic experience from DESY and Fermilab. The memorandum of understanding helped to inspire a pure scientific research style, with no secrets among the partners involved and constructs competitive to produce the best technology possible. Once the cavity frequency (1.3 GHz) and the number of cells per cavity (nine) had been agreed, we designed the TESLA Test Facility. This central infrastructure at DESY was to treat the active/inner surface of cavities, control and verify each step of the material and cavity production, and finally test the cavities and ancillaries in all conditions, naked and fully dressed, with and without beam. In contrast to the construction of LEP-II and CEBAF, the fabrication of the cavities themselves was handed over to industry. This turned out to be a crucial decision, leading researchers into collaborating with competing firms and taking advantage of their expertise and ingenuity. The test with beam brought about a prototype of the TESLA linac that, with the addition of some undulators, was renamed FLASH in 2003 – the harbinger of the European XFEL.

In 1996, we had the first eight-cavity cryomodule in operation with beam and a stable production of cavities performing a few times better than envisaged. The challenging objective of TESLA’s mission was now very close in terms of both accelerating gradient and cost. The factor 20 improvement required to compete with competing firms and taking advantage of their expertise and ingenuity. This challenges the present concepts of high-power couplers, requires new ideas to minimize dynamic cryogenic losses, and has triggered R&D on new materials and fabrication techniques.

Concluding this historical summary, SRF has now reached a high level of technological development, handled by advanced research. Both SRF and the LHC have played a crucial role to transform, through technology transfer and industrialisation, an exotic phenomenon into a promising and useful technology. So far, the existing technology is sufficient for today’s applications. But basic research always seeks the next paradigm shift, and R&D taking place in laboratories such as CERN will allow us to go beyond present limitations.

Résumé
La radiofréquence se développe
La technologie radiofréquence supraconductrice a atteint un niveau de développement semblable à celui des aimants supraconducteurs il y a 15 ans. Les cavités radiofréquences composées de niobium sont couramment utilisées dans divers domaines, qu’il s’agisse d’accélérateurs de particules repoussant les limites des hautes énergies ou d’applications en physique nucléaire et en science des matériaux. Elles ont été essentielles pour permettre au colléoptron LEP du CERN ainsi qu’à l’installation européenne XFEL, récemment inaugurée, d’atteindre de nouveaux régimes d’énergie. Les projets de ce type ont contribué, par le transfert et l’industrialisation de technologies, à transformer un phénomène exotique en une technologie prometteuse et utile ; transfert et l’industrialisation de technologies, à transformer un phénomène exotique en une technologie prometteuse et utile.

Developing new superconducting materials is essential for a possible successor to the LHC currently being explored by the Future Circular Collider (FCC) study, which is driving a considerable effort to improve the performance and feasibility of large-scale magnet production. Beyond fundamental research, superconducting materials are the natural choice for any application where strong magnetic fields are needed. They are used in applications as diverse as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the magnetic separation of minerals, and large loudspeaker systems. These will be further explored during a three-day “superconductivity hackathon” at CERN, organised jointly with CERN’s KT platform. EASITrain also links with the Marie Curie training networks STREAM and RADSAGA, both hosted by CERN.

Operating within the EU’s H2020 framework, one of EASITrain’s targets is energy sustainability. Performance and efficiency increases in the production and operation of superconductors could lead to 10–20 MW wind turbines, for example, while new efficient cryogenics could reduce the carbon footprint of industries, gas production and transport. EASITrain will also explore the use of novel superconductors, including high-temperature superconductors, in advanced materials for power grid and medical applications, and bring together technical experts, industrial representatives and specialists in business and marketing to identify new superconductor applications. Following an extensive study, three specific application areas have been identified: uninterrupted power supplies; sorting machines for the fruit industry; and large loudspeaker systems. These will be further explored during a three-day “superconductivity hackathon” satellite event at EUCA17, organised jointly with CERN’s KT group, IdeaSquare, WU Vienna and the Fraunhofer Institute.

The new European Advanced Superconductivity Innovation and Training project, led by CERN, will help the next generation of researchers tap into superconductivity’s promise.

Heike Kameringh Onnes won his Nobel prize back in 1913 two years after the discovery of superconductivity; Georg Bednorz and Alexander Müller won theirs in 1987, just a year after discovering high-temperature superconductors. Putting these major discoveries into use, however, has been a lengthy affair, and it is only in the past 30 years or so that demand has emerged. Today, superconductors represent an annual market of around $1.5 billion, with a high growth rate, yet a plethora of opportunities remains untapped.

Continue reading on page 31
Training and development

EASI Train’s application destinations

Uninterruptible power supply (UPS). UPS systems are energy-storage technologies that can take on and deliver power when necessary. Cloud-based applications are leading to soaring data volumes and an increasing need for secure storage, driving growth among large data centres and a shift towards more efficient UPS solutions that are expected to carve a slice of an almost $1 billion and growing market. Current versions are based on batteries with a maximum efficiency of 90%, but superconductor-based implementations based on flywheels will ensure a continuous and longer-lived power supply, minimising data loss and maximising server stability.

Sorting machines for the fruit industry. Tones of fruit have to be disposed of worldwide because current technologies based on spectroscopy are not able to determine the maturity level of fruit sufficiently accurately, with techniques also offering limited information about small-sized fruit. Superconductors would enable NIR-based scanning systems that allow producers to accurately and non-destructively determine valuable properties such as ripeness, absence of seeds and, crucially, the maturity of fruit. In 2016, sorting-machine manufacturers made profits of €360 million selling products analysing apples, pears and citrus fruit, and the market has experienced a growth of about 20% per year.

Large loudspeaker systems. The sound quality of powerful loudspeakers, particularly PA systems for music festivals and stadiums, could enter new dimensions by using superconductors. Higher electrical resistance leads to poorer sound quality, since speakers need to modify the strength of a magnetic field rapidly to adapt to different frequency ranges. Superconductivity also allows smaller magnets to be used, making them more compact and transportable. A major concern among European manufacturers has been the search for the next big step in loudspeaker evolution, to defend against competition from Asia, and the size and quality of large speakers is now a major driver of the $500 million industry.

Together with the impact that superconductors have had on fundamental research, these examples show the unexpected transformative potential of these still mysterious materials and emphasise the importance of preparing the next generation for the challenges ahead.

Résumé
Montez à bord d’EASI Train!

Le CERN a lancé le réseau EASI Train (European Advanced Superconductivity Innovation and Training project), dans le but de préparer la nouvelle génération des chercheurs, de développer des matériaux innovants et d’améliorer la cryogénie à grande échelle. Quinze chercheurs en début de carrière travailleront sur ce projet pendant trois ans, et l’étude sur un futur collisionneur circulaire mondial au CERN fournira l’infrastructure de test nécessaire.

Panagiotis Charitos, CERN

Supercritical and High Temperature Metals
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Completion of the first toroidal-field coil for ITER, carrying 4.5 km of niobium-tin conductor, demonstrates superconductor technology on a gigantic scale.

It is 14 m high, 9 m wide and weighs 110 tonnes. Fresh off a production line at ASG in Italy, and coated in epoxy Kapton-glass panels (image top left), it is the first superconducting toroidal-field coil for the ITER fusion experiment under construction in Cadarache, Southern France. The giant D-shaped ring contains 4.5 km of niobium-tin cable (each containing around 1000 individual superconducting wires) wound into a coil that will carry a current of 68,000 A, generating a peak magnetic field of 11.8 T to confine a plasma at a temperature of 150 million degrees. The coil will soon be joined by 18 others like it, 10 manufactured in Europe and nine in Japan. After completion at ASG, the European coils will be shipped to SIMIC in Italy, where they will be cooled to 78 K, tested and welded shut in a 180 tonne stainless-steel armour. They will then be impregnated with special resin and machined using one of the largest machines in Europe, before being transported to the ITER site.

Science doesn’t get much bigger than this, even by particle-physics standards. ITER’s goal is to demonstrate the feasibility of fusion power by maintaining a plasma in a self-sustaining “ignition” phase, and was established by an international agreement ratified in 2007 by China, the European Union (EU), Euratom, India, Japan, Korea, Russia and the US. Following years of delay relating to the preferred site and project costs, ITER entered construction a decade ago and is scheduled to produce first plasma by December 2025. The EU contribution to ITER, corresponding to roughly half the total cost, amounts to €6.6 billion for construction up to 2020.

Fusion for energy

The scale of ITER’s components is staggering. The vacuum vessel that will sit inside the field coils is 10 times bigger than anything before it, measuring 19.4 m across, 11.4 m high and requiring new welding technology to be invented. The final ITER experiment will weigh 23,000 tonnes, almost twice that of the LHC’s CMS experiment. The new toroidal-field coil is the first major magnetic element of ITER to be completed. A series of six further poloidal coils, a central solenoid and a number of correction coils will complete ITER’s complex magnetic configuration. The central solenoid (a 1000 tonne superconducting electromagnet in the centre of the machine) must be strong enough to contain a force of 60 MN - twice the thrust of the Space Shuttle at take-off.

Fusion for Energy (F4E), the EU organisation managing Europe’s contribution to ITER, has been collaborating with industrial partners such as ASG Superconductors, Iberdrola Ingeniería y Construcción, Elytt Energy, CNIM, SIMIC, ICAS consortium and Airbus CASA to deliver Europe’s share of components in the field of magnets. At least 600 people from 26 companies have been involved in the toroidal production and the first coil is the result of almost a decade of work. This involved, among other things, developing new ways to jacket superconducting cables based on materials that are brittle and much more difficult to handle than niobium-titanium. In total, 100,000 km of niobium-tin strands are necessary for ITER’s toroidal-field magnets, increasing worldwide production by a factor 10.

Since 2008, F4E has signed ITER-related contracts reaching approximately €5 billion, with the magnets amounting to €0.5 billion. Firms that are involved, such as SIMIC where the coils will be tested and Elytt, which has developed some of the necessary tooling, have much to gain from collaborating in ITER. According to Philippe Lazare, CEO of CNIM Industrial Systems Division: “In order to manufacture our share of ITER components, we had to upgrade our industrial facilities, establish new working methods and train new talent. In return, we have become a French reference in high-precision manufacturing for large components.”

CERN connection

Cooling the toroidal-field magnets requires about 5.8 tonnes of helium at a temperature of 4.5 K and a pressure of 6 bar, putting helium in a supercritical phase slightly warmer than it is in the LHC. But ITER’s operating environment is totally different to an accelerator, explains head of F4E’s magnets project team Alessandro Bonito-Olivá: “The magnets have to operate subject to lots of heat generated by neutron irradiation from the plasma and AC losses generated inside the cable, which has to be removed, whereas at CERN you don’t have this problem. So the ITER cooling system has to be fairly close to the wire – this is why we used forced-flow of helium inside the cable.” A lot of ITER’s superconductor technology work was driven by CERN in improving the characteristics of superconductors, says Bonito-Olivá: “High-energy physics mainly looks for very high current performance, while in fusion it is also important to minimise the AC losses, which generally brings a reduction of current performance. This is why Nb 3 Sn strands for fusion and accelerators are slightly different.”

CERN entered formal collaboration with ITER in March 2008 via a co-operation agreement concerning the design of ITER’s massive magnets enter production
The collaboration between CERN and ITER, says that in addition to helping with the design of the cable, CERN played a big role in advising for high-voltage testing of the cable insulation and, in particular, with the metallurgical aspect. “Metallurgy is one of the key areas of technology transfer from CERN to ITER. Another one is the HTS current leads, which CERN has helped to design in collaboration with the Chinese group working on the ITER tokamak, and in simulating the heat transfer under real conditions,” he explains. “We also helped with the cryoplants, magnetic-field quality, and on central interlocks and safety systems based on our experience with the LHC.”

Résumé

Les aimants d’ITER entrent en phase de production

La première bobine de champ toroïdal destinée à l’expérience sur la fusion ITER, en construction en France, est achevée. Elle mesure 44 m de haut pour 9 m de large, et pèse 110 tonnes. Elle sera bientôt rejointe par 18 autres, fabriquées en Europe et au Japon. Une fois installées, celles-ci permettront à l’installation ITER de confiner un plasma à une température de 150 M° degrés. La fabrication de cette bobine, qui contient 4,5 km de conducteur en niobium, représente une démonstration de l’utilisation de cette technologie supraconductrice à grande échelle.

Matthew Chalmers, CERN.
The production of the niobium–titanium conductor for the LHC’s 1800 or so superconducting magnets was of the highest standard, involving hundreds of individual superconducting strands assembled into a cable that had to be shaped to accommodate the geometry of the magnet coil. Three firms manufactured the 1232 main dipole magnets (each 15 m long and weighing 30 tonnes): the French consortium Atomos MSG – Armament Industries; Ansaldo Superductor in Italy; and Babcock Noell Nuclear in Germany. For the 400 main quadrupoles, full-length prototyping was developed in the laboratory (CEA–CERN) and the tender assigned to Accentor in Germany. Once LHC construction was completed, the superconductor market dropped back to meet the base demands of MRI. There has been a similar experience with the niobium-tin conductor used for the ITER fusion experiment under construction in France: more than six companies worldwide made the strands before the procurement was over, after which demand dropped back to pre-project levels.

In 1972 the 400 GeV synchrotron at Fermilab, constructed with standard copper-based magnets, became operational, and almost immediately there were plans for an upgrade – this time with superconducting magnets. This project changed the industrial scale, requiring a major effort from manufacturers. To work around the proprietary alloys and processing techniques developed by strand manufacturers, Fermilab settled on an Nb3Sn target magnet assembly using six differently designed coils, each with different superconducting materials: five with niobium-titanium and one with niobium-tin. At the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory work was in progress to develop a tokamak-like fusion device whose coils were again made from niobium-titanium conductor. The US Navy had major plans for electric ship drives, while the Department of Defense was funding the exploration of isotope separation by means of cyclotron resonance, which required superconducting solenoids of substantial size.

Snapping up the remaining parts of the superconducting coil and reassembling them into a functional coil, the 4 T superconducting magnet using a niobium-zirconium conductor was offered at $9 per foot bare and $13 when insulated. That same year, RCA also announced with great fanfare its entry into commercial high-field superconducting magnet manufacture using the newly developed niobium-tin ‘Vapodel’ ribbon at $4.40 per metre. General Electric was not far behind, offering unvarnished ‘22CY00’ tape at $2.90 per foot in quantities up to 10,000 feet. Kawasaki Chemical Company, now Kawasaki-Beryko, advertised ‘superconductive columbia–tin tape in an economical, usable form’ in varied widths and minimum unit lengths of 200 m, while in Europe the former French firm CSF marketed the Kawasaki product. In the US, Aircro claimed the ‘Kryocable’ to be pioneering the development of multi-strand fine-filament superconductors for use primarily in low- or medium-field superconducting magnets. Intermagnetics General (IGC) and Supercon were the two other companies with resources adequate to fulfill reasonably sized orders, the latter in particular providing 47,800 kg of copper-clad-nickel-titanium conductor for the Argonne National Laboratory’s 12 foot-diameter hydrogen bubble chamber. The industrialisation of superconductor production was in full swing.

In 1989 the 1000 MW synchrotron at FNAL, constructed with standard copper-based magnets, became operational, and almost immediately there were plans for an upgrade – this time with superconducting magnets. This project changed the industrial scale, requiring a major effort from manufacturers. To work around the proprietary alloys and processing techniques developed by strand manufacturers, FNAL settled on a Nb3Sn target magnet assembly using six differently designed coils, each with different superconducting materials: five with niobium-titanium and one with niobium-tin. At the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory work was in progress to develop a tokamak-like fusion device whose coils were again made from niobium-titanium conductor. The US Navy had major plans for electric ship drives, while the Department of Defense was funding the exploration of isotope separation by means of cyclotron resonance, which required superconducting solenoids of substantial size.

It appeared that there would be no dearth of succulent orders from the HEP community, with the result that even more companies around the world ventured into the manufacture of superconductors. When the Tevatron was commissioned in 1984, two manufacturers were involved: Intermagnetics General Corporation (IGC) and Magnetic Corporation of America (MCA), in an 80/20 per cent proportion. As is common in particle physics, no sooner had the machine become operational than the need for an upgrade became obvious. However, the planning for such a new and larger and more complex device took considerable time, during which the superconductor manufacturers effectively made no sales and took little or no profits. This led to the disappearance of less well capitalised companies, unless they had other products to market, as did Supercon and Oxford Instruments. The latter expanded to
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**Superconductor industry**

**Snapshot: manufacturing the LHC magnets**

Industry-manufactured coils for an LHC main dipole carrying the two beam pipes, which guide protons on their circular path.
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**Future collider projects are going to test the HEP–industry model to its limits.**

The manufacture of superconductors for HEP applications is in many ways a standard industrial flow process with specialised steps. The superconductor in round rod form is inserted into copper tubes, which have a round inside and a hexagonal outer perimeter (the image inset shows such a “billet” for the former HERA electron–proton collider at DESY). A number of these units are then stacked into a copper can that is vacuum sealed and extruded in a hydraulic press, and this extrusion is processed on a draw bench where it is progressively reduced in diameter. The greatly reduced product is then drawn through a series of dies until the desired wire diameter is reached, and a number of these wires are formed into cables ready for use. The overall process is highly complex and often involves several countries and dozens of specialised industries before the reel of wire or cable arrives at the magnet factory. Each step must ultimately be accounted for and any sudden change to a customer’s source of funds can land the manufacturer with unsaleable stock. Superconductors are specified precisely for their intended end use, and only in rare instances is a stacked product applicable to another application.
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**Transforming brittle conductors into high-performance coils at CERN**

The manufacture of superconductors for HEP applications is in many ways a standard industrial flow process with specialised steps. The superconductor in round rod form is inserted into copper tubes, which have a round inside and a hexagonal outer perimeter (the image inset shows such a “billet” for the former HERA electron–proton collider at DESY). A number of these units are then stacked into a copper can that is vacuum sealed and extruded in a hydraulic press, and this extrusion is processed on a draw bench where it is progressively reduced in diameter. The greatly reduced product is then drawn through a series of dies until the desired wire diameter is reached, and a number of these wires are formed into cables ready for use. The overall process is highly complex and often involves several countries and dozens of specialised industries before the reel of wire or cable arrives at the magnet factory. Each step must ultimately be accounted for and any sudden change to a customer’s source of funds can land the manufacturer with unsaleable stock. Superconductors are specified precisely for their intended end use, and only in rare instances is a stacked product applicable to another application.
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**Assembling niobium-tin Rutherford cable at CERN, with Amalia Ballarino, head of the superconductors section in CERN’s technology department.**
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The superconducting wire business in the Western world has undergone significant consolidation in recent years. Niobium-titanium wire is now a commodity with a very low profit margin because demand declined and the correspondingly large amount of niobium-titanium to its limits, so investment was directed towards niobium-tin. This conductor was also being developed for the fusion community ITER (p 34), but HEP required a higher performance for use in accelerators. Over a period of a few years, the critical-current performance of niobium-titanium almost doubled and the conductor is now a technological basis of the High Luminosity LHC (see p 17). Although this major upgrade is proceeding as planned, as always all eyes are on the next step – perhaps an even larger machine based on even more innovative magnet technology. For example, a 100 TeV proton collider under consideration by the Future Circular Collider study, co-ordinated by CERN, will require global-scale procurement of niobium-tin strands and cable similar in scale to the demands of ITER.

Beyond that, the view of the superconductor industry is into a cloudy crystal ball. The current political and economic environment does not give grounds for hope, at least not in the Western world, that a major superconducting project is to be built in the near future. More generally, other than MRI, the commercial applications of superconductivity have not caught on due to customer impressions of additional complexity and risk against marginal increases in performance. We also have the consequences of the challenges that ITER has faced regarding its costs, which can attract the undeserved opinion that scientists cannot manage large projects.

One facet of the superconductor industry that seems to be thriving is small venture establishments, sometimes university departments, which carry out superconductor R&D quasi-independently of major industrial concerns. These establishments maintain themselves under various government-sponsored support, such as the SIBR and STTR programmes in the US, and stepwise and without much fanfare they are responsible for the improvement of current superconductors, be they low- or high-temperature. As long as such arrangements are maintained, healthy progress in the science is assured, and these results feed directly to industry. And as far as HEP is concerned, as long as there are beams to guide, bend and focus, we will continue to need manufacturers to make the wires and fabricate the superconducting magnet coils.

Résumé
Les liens entre supraconducteurs et physique des particules

La physique des hautes énergies est l’un des plus grands marchés pour les industries du domaine des supraconducteurs, et les entreprises peuvent ainsi croître ou décliner en fonction des grands projets scientifiques en cours. La construction des dipôles du LHC, par exemple, a fait doubler la production mondiale de niobium-titanium pendant 5 à 6 ans. Le CERN construit à présent la technologie destinée au LHC à haute luminosité et étudie des modèles pour un futur collisionneur circulaire. Le supraconducteur choisi est le niobium-tin, et le modèle de fonctionnement industrielle lié à la physique des hautes énergies sera ainsi à nouveau poussé dans ses limites.

Superconductivity is perhaps the most remarkable manifestation of quantum physics on the macroscopic scale. Discovered in 1911 by Kamerlingh Onnes, it preoccupied the most prominent physicists of the 20th century and remains at the forefront of condensed-matter physics today. The interest is partly driven by potential applications – superconductivity at room temperature would surely revolutionise technology – but to a large extent it reflects an intellectual fascination. Many ideas that emerged from the study of superconductivity, such as the generation of a photon mass in a superconductor, were later extended to other fields of physics, famously serving as paradigms to explain the generation of a Higgs mass of the electroweak W and Z gauge bosons in particle physics.

Understanding the mechanism behind high-temperature superconductivity, discovered three decades ago, is a major theoretical challenge that has the potential to impact other fields including particle physics. Superconductivity is perhaps the most remarkable manifestation of quantum physics on the macroscopic scale. Discovered in 1911 by Kamerlingh Onnes, it preoccupied the most prominent physicists of the 20th century and remains at the forefront of condensed-matter physics today. The interest is partly driven by potential applications – superconductivity at room temperature would surely revolutionise technology – but to a large extent it reflects an intellectual fascination. Many ideas that emerged from the study of superconductivity, such as the generation of a photon mass in a superconductor, were later extended to other fields of physics, famously serving as paradigms to explain the generation of a Higgs mass of the electroweak W and Z gauge bosons in particle physics.

Put simply, superconductivity is the ability of a system of fermions to carry electric current without dissipation. Normally, fermions such as electrons scatter off any obstacle, including each other. But if they find a way to form bound pairs, these pairs may condense into a macroscopic state with a non-dissipative current. Quantum mechanics is the only way to explain this phenomenon, but it took 46 years after the discovery of superconductivity for Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) to develop a verifiable theory. Winning the 1972 Nobel Prize in Physics for their efforts, they figured out that the exchange of phonons leads to an effective attraction between pairs of electrons of opposite momentum if the electron energy is less than the characteristic phonon energy (figure 1, overleaf). Although electrons still repel each other, the effective Coulomb interaction becomes smaller at such frequencies (in a manner opposite to asymptotic freedom in high-energy physics). If the reduction is strong enough, the phonon-induced electron–electron attraction wins over Coulomb repulsion and the total interaction becomes attractive. There is no threshold for the magnitude of the attraction because low-energy fermions live at the boundary of the Fermi sea, in which case an arbitrary weak attraction is enough to create bound states of fermions at some critical temperature, $T_c$. 

Prototype “Roebel” cable based on the high-temperature superconductor REBCO (rare-earth barium-copper oxide) is being used to wind a demonstration accelerator dipole at CERN as part of the EuCARD-2 project. (Image credit: H Barnard/CERN.)
The formation of bound states, called Cooper pairs, is one necessary ingredient for superconductivity. The other is for the pairs to condense, or more specifically to acquire a common phase corresponding to a single macroscopic wave function. Within BCS theory, pair formation and locking of the phases of the pairs occur simultaneously at the same $T_c$, while in more recent strong-coupling theories bound pairs exist above this temperature. The common phase of the pairs can have an arbitrary value, and the fact that the system chooses a particular one below $T_c$ is a manifestation of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The phase coherence throughout the sample is the most important physical aspect of the superconducting state below $T_c$, as it can give rise to a “supercurrent” that flows without resistance. Superconductivity can also be viewed as an emergent phenomenon. While BCS theory was a big success, it is a mean-field theory, which neglects fluctuations. To really trust that the electron–phonon mechanism was correct, it was necessary to develop theoretical tools based on Green functions and field theory methods, and to move beyond weak coupling. The BCS electron–phonon mechanism of superconductivity has since been successfully applied to explain pairing in a large variety of materials (figure 2), from simple mercury and aluminium to the niobium-titanium and niobium-tin alloys used in the magnets for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), in addition to the recently discovered sulphur hydrides, which become superconductors at a temperature of around 200 K under high pressure. But the discovery of high-temperature superconductors drove condensed-matter theorists to explore new explanations for the superconducting state.

Unconventional superconductors

In the early 1980s, when the record critical temperature for superconductors was of the order 20 K, the dream of a superconductor that works at liquid-nitrogen temperatures (77 K) seemed far off. In 1986, however, Bednorz and Müller made the breakthrough discovery of superconductivity in $La_{1-x}Ba_xCuO_4$, with $T_c$ of around 40 K. Shortly after, a material with a similar copper-oxide–based structure with $T_c$ of 92 K was discovered. These copper-based superconductors, known as cuprates, have a distinctive structure comprising weakly coupled layers made of copper and oxygen. In all the cuprates, the building blocks for superconductivity are the CuO$_2$ planes, with the other atoms providing a charge reservoir that either supplies additional electrons to the layers or takes electrons out to leave additional hole states (figure 3). From a theoretical perspective, the high $T_c$ of the cuprates is only one important aspect of their behaviour. More intriguing is what mechanism binds the fermions into pairs. The vast majority of researchers working in this area think that, unlike low-temperature superconductors, phonons are not responsible. The most compelling reason is that the cuprates possess “unconventional” symmetry of the pair wave function. Namely, in all known phonon-mediated superconductors, the pair wave function has an s-wave symmetry, or in other words, its angular dependence is isotropic. For the cuprates, it was proven in the early 1990s that the pair wave function changes sign under rotation by 90°, leading to an excitation spectrum that has zeros at particular points on the Fermi surface. Such symmetry is often called “d-wave”.

This is the first symmetry beyond s-wave that is allowed by the antisymmetric nature of the electron wave functions when the total spin of the pair is zero. The observation of a d-wave symmetry in the cuprates was extremely surprising because, unlike s-wave pairs, d-wave Cooper pairs can potentially be broken by impurities.

The observation of d-wave symmetry in the cuprates was extremely surprising.

The cuprates hold the record for the highest $T_c$ for materials with an unconventional pair wave-function symmetry: 135 K in mercury-based HgBa$_2$CuO$_4$ at ambient pressure. They were not, however, the first materials of this kind: a “heavy fermion” superconductor CeCu$_4$Si$_2$, discovered in 1979 by Steglich, and an organic superconductor discovered by Jerome the following year, also had an unconventional pair symmetry. After the discovery of cuprates, a set of unconventional iron-based superconductors was discovered with $T_c$ up to 60 K in bulk systems, followed by the discovery of superconductor with an even higher $T_c$ in a monolayer of FeSe. But even low-$T_c$, unconventional materials can be interesting. For example, some experiments suggest that Cooper pairs in Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ have total spin one and p-wave symmetry, leading to the intriguing possibility that they can support edge modes that are Majorana particles, which have potential applications in quantum computing.

If phonon-mediated electron–electron interactions are ineffective for the pairing in unconventional superconductors, then what binds fermions together? The only other possibility is a nominally repulsive electron–electron interaction, but for this to allow pairing, the electrons must screen their own Coulomb repulsion to make it effective. A Mott insulator. Upon doping, some states become empty and the system eventually recovers metallic behaviour. A Mott insulator at zero doping has another interesting property: spins of localised electrons order antiferromagnetically. Upon doping, the long-range antiferromagnetic order quickly disappears, while short-range magnetic correlations survive.

Since the superconducting region of the phase diagram is sandwiched between the Mott and metallic regimes, there are two ways to think about HTS: either it emerges upon doping of a Mott insulator (if one departs from zero doping), or it emerges from a metal with increased antiferromagnetic correlations if one departs from larger dopings. Even though it was known before the discovery of high-temperature superconductors that antiferromagnetically mediated interaction is attractive in the d-wave channel, it took time to...
develop various computational approaches, and today the computed value of $T_c$ is in the range consistent with experiments. At smaller dopings, a more reliable approach is to start from a Mott insulator. This approach also gives d-wave superconductivity, with the value of $T_c$ most likely determined by phase fluctuations and decreasing as a function of decreased doping. Because both approaches give d-wave superconductivity with comparable values of $T_c$, the majority of researchers believe that the mechanism of superconductivity in the cuprates is understood, at least qualitatively.

A more subtle issue is how to explain the so-called pseudogap phase in hole-doped cuprates (figure 4). Here, the system is neither magnetic nor superconducting, yet it displays properties that clearly distinguish it from a normal, even strongly correlated metal. One natural idea, pioneered by Phillip Anderson, is that the pseudogap phase is a precursor to a Mott insulator that contains a soup of local singlet pairs of fermions: superconductivity arises if the phases of all singlet pairs are ordered, whereas antiferromagnetism arises if the system develops a mixture of spin singlet and spin triplet states. Several theoretical approaches, most notably dynamical mean-field theory, have been developed to quantitatively describe the precursors to a Mott insulator. Notably dynamical mean-field theory, have been developed to quantitatively describe the precursors to a Mott insulator. Because both approaches give quantitative description of the pseudogap as the phase where charge fluctuations become extremely entangled, it still makes sense to look at the internal dynamics of a Cooper pair to check whether one can detect traces of spin, charge or even orbital fluctuations. At the same time, perturbation theory in the usual sense does not work. Instead, we have to rely more heavily on large-scale computer simulations and variational approaches to construct effective field-theoretical models. The question of what “binds” fermions into a Cooper pair still makes sense in this new paradigm, but the answer is often more nuanced than in a weak coupling limit. Many challenges are left in the HTS field, but progress is rapid and there is much more consensus now than there was even a few years ago. Finally, after 30 years, it seems we are closing in on a theoretical understanding of this both useful and fascinating macroscopic quantum state.

Further reading

PW Anderson 1987 Science 235 1196.  
A Drosdow et al. 2015 Nature 525 73.

HTS theory

CERN puts high-temperature superconductors to use

A few years ago, triggered by conceptual studies for a post-LHC collider, CERN launched a collaboration to explore the use of high-temperature superconductors (HTS) for accelerator magnets. In 2013 CERN partnered with a European particle accelerator R&D project called EuCARD-2 to develop a HTS insert for a 2 T magnet. The project came to an end in April this year, with CERN having built an HTS demonstration magnet based on an “aligned-block” concept for which coil-winding and quench-detection technology had been developed. Called Feather2, the magnet has a field of 3 T based on low-performance REBCO (Rare-earth Barium Copper Oxide) tape. The next magnet, based on high-performance REBCO tape, will approach a stand-alone field of 8 T. Then, once it is placed inside the aperture of the 13 T “Frascati” magnet, the field should go beyond 20 T.

Now the collaborative European spirit of EuCARD-2 lives on in the ARIES project (Accelerator Research and Innovation for European Science and Society), which kicked off at CERN in May. ARIES brings together 41 participants from 18 European countries, including seven industrial partners, to help bring down the cost of the conductor, and is co-funded via a contribution of €10 million from the European Commission.

In addition, CERN is developing HTS-based transfer lines to feed the new superconducting magnets of the High Luminosity LHC based on magnesium diboride (MgB2), which can be operated in helium gas at temperatures of up to around 30 K and must be flexible enough to allow the power converters to be installed hundreds of metres away from the accelerator. The relatively low cost of MgB2 led CERN’s Amalia Ballarino to enter a collaboration with industry, which resulted in a method to produce MgB2 in wire form for the first time. The team has since achieved record currents that reached 1024 A at a temperature above 20 K, thereby proving that MgB2 technology is a viable solution for long-distance power transmission. The new superconducting lines could also find applications in the Future Circular Collider initiative.

Matthew Chalmers, CERN

The Feather 2 HTS demonstration magnet pictured in CERN’s SM16 facility in July.
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The 2017 Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) Flerov Prize has been awarded to Witold Nazarewicz of Michigan State University in the US for his contribution to the theoretical understanding of the properties of the heaviest elements. Nazarewicz’s research focuses on rare isotopes, including superheavy nuclei and the heaviest elements that lie at the current borders of the chart of nuclides, and his calculations have helped to clarify the unusual properties of these elements.

A special Flerov prize for experimental research of heavy nuclei and synthesis of elements with atomic numbers 115 (moscovium) and 117 (tennessine) was also awarded to James Roberto of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Alexander Shushkin (Elektrokhimpribor, Russia) and Vladimir Utyonkov (JINR, Dubna). Over the last two decades, collaboration between JINR and US labs has changed our understanding of the upper regions of the period table.
**Events**

**DUNE breaks ground underground**

On 21 July, scientists and dignitaries broke ground 1.5 km beneath the surface of South Dakota, US, to celebrate the start of the construction of the international Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF). LBNF will host the international Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), involving around 1000 scientists from more than 100 institutions in 30 countries. The US$1 billion-plus LBNF/DUNE project will send an intense neutrino beam through 1300 km of rock from Fermilab in Illinois to the DUNE detectors deep underground at the Sanford Underground Research Facility in Lead, South Dakota. More than 800,000 tonnes of rock will be excavated to create the four huge chambers that will host the DUNE detectors.

The DUNE collaboration has begun the process of identifying the scientific institutions that will help build the components for the full-sized detectors. The cryostats and time projection chambers at the heart of the four DUNE-detectors will hold almost 70,000 tonnes of liquid argon to detect neutrinos from Fermilab and supernova and search for new subatomic phenomena such as proton decay. Large prototype detectors for DUNE based on liquid-argon technology are already currently under construction at CERN, which is a major partner in the project (CERN Courier March 2017 p9). The CERN neutrino platform was established in 2013 to strengthen European participation in neutrino experiments worldwide. Earlier this summer, CERN completed the refurbishment of part of the ICARUS detector, which was recently shipped to Fermilab’s short-base line neutrino facility, and a CERN team is currently testing a detector called Baby MIND for the WAGASCI experiment in Japan.

**Faces & Places**

**Langevin-Joliot travels back in time**

Physicist Hélène Langevin-Joliot – emeritus research director in fundamental nuclear physics at the CNRS in Orsay, granddaughter of Pierre and Marie Curie, and daughter of Frédéric Joliot and Irène Curie – came to CERN in early July, bringing to life a little-known piece of local history. On 25 July 1930, the International Commission for Intellectual Cooperation (an advisory body to the League of Nations), which included Marie Curie and Albert Einstein, visited a restaurant called Hotel Léger, with Einstein seated third from the left. Marie Curie (seated, far left) at Hotel Léger, with Einstein seated third from the left. (Above) Marie Curie’s granddaughter Hélène Langevin-Joliot at the Globe talking about her exceptional family and the current status of women in science. (Left) Marie Curie (seated, far left) at Hotel Léger, with Einstein seated third from the left. Curie was the first female to win a Nobel prize and remains the only person to have won it in two different sciences.

**Anniversaries**

**10th anniversary of the ERC**

On 6 July, the Globe of Science and Innovation hosted an event celebrating the 10th anniversary of the European Research Council (ERC). The ERC awards significant grants to scientists to allow them to carry out cutting-edge research in institutes in the European Union or in associated countries such as Switzerland. For the seven-year period of Europe’s Horizon 2020 programme, the ERC’s budget of €1.31 billion, 39% of which is directed at physical sciences and engineering, and its advanced grants are highly sought after. The ERC held its plenary meeting at CERN from 4 to 7 July, and the Globe event saw CERN Director-General Fabiola Gianotti join other high-profile figures for a round-table discussion about the role of the ERC and fundamental research in Europe.

**Brookhaven marks seven rich decades**

Brookhaven National Laboratory in the US is marking two anniversaries occurring this year. It is 70 years since Brookhaven lab was founded in 1947 and 100 years since Brookhaven site office manager Frank Crescenzi (left) and the lab’s director Doon Gibbs kick off celebrations earlier this year. Brookhaven National Laboratory in the US is marking two anniversaries occurring this year. It is 70 years since Brookhaven lab was founded in 1947 and 100 years since the founding of Camp Upton, the former US Army base where the lab operates today. Brookhaven has been at the forefront of high-energy physics research since its early days, with the Alternating Gradient Synchronous (AGS) leading to the discovery of CP violation, the Φ and charmed baryons, the 3/2 meson and the muon neutrino. Today the lab is home to the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), which has changed our view of the quark–gluon plasma, and the National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II).
At the core of the LHC's analysis programme is the exploration of the Higgs boson, which now enters its sixth year. Particularly relevant is how the Higgs interacts with other particles, since this could be altered by physics beyond the Standard Model. While the Higgs was first spotted decaying into other bosons (W, Z, j), ATLAS reported the first evidence of a Higgs boson to a pair of bottom quarks, with a significance of 3.6σ, while CMS presented the first observation by a single experiment of the decay to a pair of τ leptons, with a significance of 5.9σ. The Higgs mass is also narrowing to 125 GeV, while the fundamental scalar nature of the new particle continues to raise hope that it will lead to new insights.

The lack of direct signs of new physics at the LHC is an increasing topic of discussion, and underlies the importance of precision measurements. Direct searches are pushing the mass limits for new particles well into the TeV range, but new physics could be hiding in small and subtle effects. It is clear that there is physics beyond the Standard Model, just not what it is, and one issue is how to communicate this scientifically fascinating but non-headline-worthy aspect of today's particle-physics landscape.

High precision is also being attained in neutrino oscillations, continuing to offer chances for discovery. The various neutrino-mixing angles are starting to be well measured and Nova and T2K are zooming in on the value of the CP-violating phase, which seems to be large, given tantalising hints from T2K. The hunt for sterile neutrinos continues, and for neutrinoless double beta decay, with several searches ongoing worldwide.

In summary, the 2017 EPS-HEP conference clearly demonstrated how we are progressing towards a full understanding both of the vastness of the universe and of the tiniest constituents of matter. There are many more results to look forward to, many of which will be ready for the next EPS-HEP event in Ghent, Belgium, in 2019.

As summed up by the conference highlights: the field is advancing on all fronts — and it's impressive.

Venice EPS event showcases the best of HEP

With a total of 340 talks, Deep Inelastic Scattering 2017 (DIS17) demonstrated how deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and related topics permeate most aspects of high-energy physics and how we still have a huge amount to learn about strong interactions. Held at the University of Birmingham in the UK from 3–7 April, more than 300 participants from 41 countries enjoyed a week of lively scientific discussion and largely unanticipated sunshine.

The first of this series of annual international workshops on DIS and related topics took place in Durham, UK, in the Spring of 1993, when the first results from the world's only lepton-hadron collider, HERA at DESY, were discussed by around 80 participants. A quarter of a century later, the workshop series has toured the globe, digested data from the full lifetime of HERA and numerous fixed-target DIS experiments, as well as playing a major role in the development and understanding of hadron-collider physics.

The dominant theme of DIS17 this year was the relevance of strong interactions, parton densities (PDFs) and DIS to the LHC. But a wide and eclectic range of other topics was included, notably new results from experiments in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven, and HERA, as well as theoretical advances and future plans for the rich experimental programme.

Following plenary review talks covering the latest news from the field, there followed two and a half days during which seven working groups operated in up to six simultaneous parallel sessions, covering PDFs, low proton momentum fraction (xF) physics, Higgs and beyond-the-Standard Model (BSM) studies in hadron collisions; hadronic, electroweak and heavy-flavour observables; spin and 3D hadron structure; and future facilities. The Birmingham event included a topical lecture on probing ultra-low-x QCD with cosmic neutrinos at IceCube and Auger, and a special workshop dedicated to the status and scientific opportunities offered by future proposed DIS facilities at CERN such as the Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC) and at BNL or JLab in the US (the Electron Ion Collider, EIC).

All aspects of proton–proton collisions at the LHC featured during this year's DIS event, from the role of parton densities and perturbative QCD dynamics in beyond-the-Standard Model studies and Higgs boson studies, through the measurement and interpretation of processes that are sensitive to parton densities (such as electroweak gauge boson production), to topics that challenge our understanding of strong interaction dynamics in the semi- and non-perturbative regimes. Ten years after HERA completed data-taking, the collider still featured strongly. The final round of combined inclusive DIS data published in 2016 by the H1 and ZEUS experiments have been integrated into global PDF fits, and also for a handful of new measurements and combinations. Heavy-ion collision results from RHIC and the LHC were also well represented, as were insights into 3D proton structure and hadron spin from semi-inclusive DIS and polarised proton–proton collisions at COMPASS, JLab and RHIC, and current and future DIS measurements with neutrinos.

Data from HERA and the LHC have brought a new level of precision to the parton densities of the proton, with associated theoretical advances including the push towards higher order (next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order) descriptions. Taming the "pathological" rise of the proton gluon density at low-x in the perturbative domain remains a research topic, which is now being addressed experimentally in ultra-peripheral collisions and forward measurements at the LHC, as well as through theoretical modelling of low-x, low-Q* HERA data with nonlinear parton dynamics and resummation techniques. The related topic of diffractive electron–proton scattering and the heavily gluon-dominated diffractive PDFs is benefiting from the full HERA statistics. New insights into elastic and total cross-sections, such as TOTEM's observation of a non-exponential term in the four-momentum transfer dependence of the elastic cross-section, are emerging from the LHC data. Uncertainties in PDFs remain large at high-x, and intense work is ongoing to understand LHC observables such as top–quark pair production, which are sensitive in this region. New data and theoretical work are revealing the transverse structure of the proton for the first time in terms of transverse-momentum-dependent parton densities. The LHC's proton–lead collision data are also constraining nuclear PDFs in an unprecedented low-x kinematic region.

Concerning the future of DIS, potential revolutions in our understanding could be made with polarised proton and heavy-ion targets and with step changes in energy and luminosity becoming abundantly clear. The EIC offers 3D-hadron tomography and an unprecedented window on the spin and flavour structure of protons and ions. Its eA scattering programme would probe low-x parton dynamics in a region where collective effects ultimately leading to gluon saturation are expected to become important. The LHeC offers a standalone Higgs production programme complementary to that of the LHC, as well as a new level in precision in PDFs that could be applied to extend the sensitivity to new physics at the LHC. The ep and eA scattering programme also would probe low-x parton dynamics in the region where gluon saturation is expected to be firmly established. Together, the proposed facilities open up an exciting set of new windows on hadronic matter with relevance to major questions such as quark confinement and hadronic mass generation.

The next instalment of DIS is in April 2018 to be held in Kobe, Japan, is eagerly awaited.
HEP Tech helps transform ideas into innovations

For a fourth consecutive year, the High-Energy Physics Technology Transfer Network (HEP Tech), initiated by CERN in 2006, brought together early stage researchers in high-energy physics and related scientific domains to help them transform their research ideas into marketable innovations. The symposium was hosted by the GSI Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research in Darmstadt, Germany, from 19–23 June.

Twenty participants from 11 European countries met with entrepreneurs and experienced scientists, learning about technology-push, design thinking, technology characterisation and value proposition. Prominent speakers introduced delegates to the specifics of collaborations in physics, the management of large research projects and decision-making, in a scientific environment. By exploring real cases, the long road from ideas into marketable innovations. The entrepreneurship success story of Raspberry Pi revealed how developments in research are transformed into successful marketable products and how to develop a commercially sustainable product in a competitive environment. A great challenge for the early stage researchers was to prepare short pitches presenting their research projects to an expert panel, with the aim of attracting investor attention. All topics were presented by experienced professionals, entrepreneurs and technology-transfer experts, and participants enjoyed the networking opportunities on offer. The next HEP Tech symposium will be held in June 2018 at the extreme light source ELI–ALPS in Szeged, Hungary.

Prime minister of Montenegro Duško Marković came to CERN on 7 July. He visited the underground area at CMS, during which he signed a memorandum of understanding between Montenegro and CERN with CERN Director for research and computing Eckard Eilen (pictured right).

On 14 July, Monique T G van Daalen, ambassador of the Netherlands to the United Nations Office, visited CERN. Before signing the guestbook with CERN Director-General Fabiola Gianotti and president of the CERN Council Sjibrand de Jong (pictured), she visited the Antiproton Decelerator and ATLAS.

Mukhtar Ahmed, chairman higher education commission of Pakistan, pictured with Christoph Schäfer of S’Cool LAB and CMS.

The CERN Accelerator School (CAS) and MAX IV Laboratory jointly organised a specialised course on vacuum for particle accelerators in Glumslov, Sweden from 6–16 June. The course attracted 80 participants of 27 nationalities, covering 30 hours of lectures and 17 hours of practical tutorial work. Lectures covered material properties, impedance and instabilities, gauges and pumps, surface properties and treatments, beam-induced effects, computational techniques and controls, manufacturing and acceptance, and a look to the future. The practical work included hands-on experience of impedance calculations, residual gas analysis and leak-detection techniques. An advanced accelerator-physics course will be held in the UK in late summer and a joint accelerator school on radio-frequency technologies will be held in Kanagawa, Japan, from 16–26 October. Pictured are CAS participants touring the new MAX IV storage ring.
Vinod Chohan 1949–2017

Vinod “Nick” Chohan came to CERN in 1975 as a fellow, then went to SIN (today PSI) near Zürich. In 1980 he returned to CERN as a machine-supervisor in the PS division. At that time, the construction of the Antiproton Accumulator (AA, the world’s first machine to produce, accumulate and store antiprotons) was just finished and the team was busy running it in. The purpose of the AA was to supply antiprotons to the SPS to allow it to function as a proton–antiproton collider, and Nick became a prominent member of the AA operations team that made this possible. His speciality was the controls aspects of the highly complicated processes within the AA and for the transfer of the antiprotons to the SPS. Simon van der Meer, inventor of stochastic cooling, on which the AA was based, had written practically all the software himself, in his own highly sophisticated style. Nick became the only one to fully understand it, and later extend it to the Antiproton Collector (AC) and convert it for integration into the PS controls system.

When, in 1991, the PS Beam Diagnostics (BD) Group was founded, Nick was the natural choice to become the section leader for systems integration with the PS controls. In 1996, when the high-energy collider part of CERN’s antiproton programme was terminated, Nick took on the additional responsibility of PS divisional safety officer. Then, in 2002, he became heavily involved in the LHC project. Nick moved to the Accelerator Technology (AT) Division, where he led a team that first tested an LHC prototype-sector and then all of the T06 superconducting bending magnets. CERN manpower was insufficient, but a collaboration with India, managed by Nick, made it possible.

Once the LHC became operational, Nick returned to his old affinity with antiprotons, now at the low-energy end of the programme, as editor of the ELENA design report. In 2014, the 65 year bell rang in his retirement. But for Nick, that was not a reason to stop work at CERN. He joined the CERN scientific service and provided highly welcome help on accelerator physics literature, photographic documentation and articles for Wikipedia.

Throughout his years at CERN, we all knew Nick as friendly and easy-going, always helpful and dedicated in his typical competent manner. We are deeply moved by his sudden disappearance and shall hold on to the memory of the many good moments and years of collaboration and friendship that we shared with him.

His friends and colleagues.

Satoshi Ozaki 1929–2017

World-renowned physicist Satoshi Ozaki, who helped design and build accelerators for scientific research across two continents including two of the flagship facilities at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), died on 22 July aged 88. He was a senior scientist emeritus at BNL, and a key driver of international collaborations in high-energy and nuclear physics.

Ozaki joined Brookhaven Lab in 1959 with a master’s degree in physics from Osaka University, Japan, and a PhD in physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He worked in a group he eventually co-led with Samuel Lindenbaum on experiments at Brookhaven’s Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), developing physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and contributing to the construction and operation of the AGS at the AGS that served many performance by reconstructing subsets of gradient synchrotron (AGS), developing physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and contributing to the construction and operation of the AGS at the AGS, developing physics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and contributing to the construction and operation of the AGS.

Ozaki’s work in large-scale detector development led to an invitation in 1981 from KEK to direct the construction of TRISTAN, the first high-energy particle collider in Japan. Under Ozaki, this $500 million project was completed on time and within budget to start operations in 1987, accelerating and storing beams of electrons and positrons at 30 GeV – the highest energy in the world at the time. In 1989, Ozaki returned to Brookhaven to head the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) project, which achieved first collisions in 2000 and is now the highest energy collider in the US, with many important discoveries about the quark–gluon plasma under its belt. Ozaki was also essential in securing Japanese support for RHIC-related projects.

In 2005, Ozaki joined the National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) project. As the initial head of the NSLS-II accelerator division, Ozaki built up the group and remained with the project as a senior advisor even after formally retiring at the end of 2012. He took on the major task of procuring the storage-ring magnets, and attended the formal dedication of the completed facility in February 2015. Ozaki was also involved in the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) currently under construction at Michigan State University.

Ozaki’s accomplishments have been recognised with numerous prestigious awards, including the 2007 IEEE Nuclear and Plasma Sciences Society Accelerator Science and Technology Award and the 2009 Robert R Wilson Prize of the American Physical Society, and in 2013 he was recognised with Japan’s prestigious Order of the Sacred Treasure. Ozaki was predeceased by his wife, Yoko, and is survived by their two children, Keiko Simon and Tuyoshi Ozaki, their spouses, and four grandchildren.

Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Yassen Stanislavov Staney 1962–2017

Yassen Staney of the Bulgarian school of theoretical physics and INFN at the University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, passed away on 9 June after a short illness. He was born in Sofia, Bulgaria, on 4 July 1962. After graduating in physics at the University of Sofia, he worked in his theoretical-physics department before joining the Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences in 1992. Staney defended his PhD thesis on conformally invariant quantum-field theory models in 1994 under the guidance of Ivan Todorov, who has long been a distinguished Bulgarian visitor of the CERN theory department. Since 2004, he had been working at the University of Rome. Staney had a wide range of scientific interests, including super-conformal field theories (CFTs), quantum groups, string theory and gauge theories. His work on the structure of the conformally invariant three-point correlation of the stress-energy tensor, published while he was a PhD student in his 20s, is still influential today. His pioneering work in the mid 1990s with his Italian colleagues unveiled the general completeness relations for 2D CFT in the presence of boundaries and crosscaps, and his related results on open strings (which include the first chiral type-I superstring model in four dimensions) are well known among string theorists. After the advent of the AdS/CFT correspondence, he worked extensively on N=4 SYM and its conformal deformations. His last research, on two-point correlators in N=2 gauge theories, involved an international team of colleagues and appeared a month before his premature death.

Staney was also a gifted teacher and, during the last few years, he was a member of the INFN theoretical-physics committee. We will miss his wit, humour, critical views and his friendship.

His friends and colleagues.
Imagine taking part in one of the largest scientific experiments in the world.

People at CERN are driven by a shared goal, a single purpose. They want to achieve the impossible, to do what’s never been done before. Everyone here strives to be the best they can be, true specialists and industry "firsts" are created regularly – not just in the world of physics. The engineering and technical skills needed to make the experiments succeed are as-world-class as the science behind them.

If you’re a student, a graduate, just starting your career or an experienced professional; if you’re interested in joining our technical or support teams or if you’re an engineer or professional in any area from mechanics to accounting, this is more than an opportunity to start or develop your career: it’s an opportunity to develop knowledge and science on a global scale.

In fact, it’s an opportunity like nowhere else on Earth.
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Imagining Research
Announcement of CERN’s 2018 Beamline for Schools competition

CERN is pleased to announce the 5th edition of the Beamline for Schools competition. Once again, in 2018, a fully equipped beamline will be made available at CERN for high-school students from around the world. What better way to learn about physics?

As in previous years, two teams will be invited to CERN to run their proposed experiments. The competition is open to teams of at least 5 students aged 16 and up with at least one adult supervisor.

BL45 is a unique science competition that can be used by teachers to complement or extend the physics classes. Our experience shows that it triggers a high level of motivation among students. Please help us to spread the word.

The deadline for proposals is the 31 March 2018. The winners will be announced in June and are expected to come to CERN in September 2018. Short-listed teams are offered smaller prizes. All participants will receive a certificate.

Dive into the fascinating world of particle physics and register already for 2018: http://beamline-for-schools.web.cern.ch/pre-registration-2018
Anomaly! Collider Physics and the Quest for New Phenomena at Fermilab

By Tommaso Dorigo

World Scientific

Also available at the CERN bookshop

Anomaly! is a captivating story of supposed discoveries that turned out not to be. The book provides an honest and not always flattering description of how large high-energy physics collaborations work, what makes experimental physicists excited, and of the occasional interference between scientific goals and personal factors such as ambition, career issues, personality clashes and fear of being scooped. Dorigo, who complements his recollections with many interviews and archival searches, proves to be a highly skilled communicator of science to the general public, as already known to the readers of his often controversial blog A Quantum Diaries Survivor. Thanks to well-chosen alternation of narration and explanation, several sections of the book read like a novel.

The main theme, as indicated by the title, is the anomalies (or outliers) that tantalised members of the CDF collaboration at Fermilab—and sometimes the external world—but ultimately turned out to be red herrings. The author uses these stories to show how cautious experimental particle physicists have to be when applying statistics in their data analysis. He also makes a point about the arbitrariness of the conventional $3\sigma$ and $5\sigma$ thresholds for claiming “evidence” and “discovery” of a new phenomenon.

Slightly off topic, given the title of the book, three chapters are devoted to the ultimately successful search for the top quark, the first evidence of which was very far from being an “anomaly”: its existence was expected in the mainstream and the “global fits” of other collider data were already pointing at the right mass range. Here Dorigo is interested in the opposite lesson: the conventional thresholds on $p$-values, originally motivated by the principle “extraordinary claims demand extraordinary proofs”, are hard to justify when a discovery is actually a confirmation of the dominant paradigm. (The author explicitly comments on the similarity with the Higgs boson discovery two decades later.) The saga of the top-quark hunt, which contains many funny and even heroic moments, is also an occasion for the author to elaborate on what he describes as over-conservative attitudes dominating in large teams when stakes are high.

In general, the book’s topics have clearly been chosen more by the importance of the lesson they teach than by their ultimate impact on science. Almost an entire chapter is devoted to a measurement of the $Z$ boson mass at Fermilab, which was already known in advance to be doomed to obsolescence very soon, as the experiments at the upcoming LEP accelerator were more suited to that kind of measurement. Still, the chapter turns out to be an enthralling story, ending with a mysterious attempt by an unsporting competitor from another US laboratory to sabotage the first CDF report of this measurement at an international conference. In some other cases, the choice of topics is driven by their entertainment value, as in the case of the episodes of the “Sacred Sword”, a radioactive contamination incident that luckily ended well for its protagonists.

The author’s role in the book is at the same time that of an insider and of a neutral observer, attending crucial meetings and observing events unfold as a collaboration member among many others, with the remarkable exception of the final story where he plays the role of internal reviewer of one of the eponymous anomalies. In spirit and form, Anomaly! reminds me of Gary Taubes’ celebrated Nobel Dreams, but with more humour and explicit subjectivity. Although far from being scholarly, Anomaly! may also appeal to readers interested in the sociology of science or in the epistemological problem of how a scientific community finally settles on a single consensus, in the vein of Andrew Pickering’s Constructing Quarks. Peter Galison’s How Experiments End and Kent Staley’s The Evidence for the Top Quark: Objectivity and Bias in Collaborative Experimentation. The latter, in particular, is interesting to compare with the chapters of Anomaly! that narrate the same story.

Andrea Giammanco, UCLouvain, convib be Neer, Belgium

Supersymmetry, Supergravity, and Unification

By Pran Nath

Cambridge

This book discusses the role played by supersymmetry, especially supergravity, in the quest for a unified theory of fundamental interactions. These are vast subjects, which not only embrace particle physics but also have ramifications in many other fields, such as modern mathematics, statistical physics and condensed matter systems.

The author focuses on a rather specific subject: supergravity as a plausible scenario (perhaps more convincing than supersymmetry itself) for physics beyond the Standard Model. This justifies the way the author has chosen to distribute the material over the 24 chapters, for a total of 500 pages. The first seven chapters introduce the
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field theories and symmetry principles on which a framework for the unification of particle forces would be based. After a short history of force unification, the author covers general relativity, Yang-Mills theories, spontaneous symmetry breaking, the basics of the Standard Model, the theory of gauge anomalies, effective Lagrangians, and current algebra.

Supersymmetry is introduced next, with a short mathematical formulation including the concepts of graded Lie algebras, superfields, and the basic tools needed to construct (rigid) supersymmetric field theories, their multiplets, and invariant Lagrangians. Non-supersymmetric grand unified theories and their supersymmetric extensions are also reviewed, investigating in particular the potential role they play in gauge coupling unification. It is surprising that the author does not discuss the original motivation for advocating supersymmetry in this context, which is related to the hierarchy problem and to the issue of naturalness of scales. No such discussion occurs in this chapter nor in the following one, devoted to the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model. The theory of supergravity and its mathematical structure, including matter couplings, is briefly exposed as well.

The second half of the book includes five chapters dedicated to the phenomenology of supergravity, covering in detail supergravity unification, CP violation, proton decay and supergravity in cosmology and astroparticle physics. In particular, supergravity inflation and supersymmetric candidates for dark matter are discussed at length. Further theories of supergravity and their connection to string theories in diverse dimensions are only briefly touched upon.

The last part of the book provides some tools, such as anti-commuting variables and spinor formalism, which are needed to write supersymmetric Lagrangians and to extract physical consequences. Notations, conventions and other miscellaneous arguments including further references conclude the volume.

The book can be considered as a valuable and updated addition to Steven Weinberg’s third volume on supersymmetry in The Quantum Theory of Fields series (2000, Cambridge University Press).

The author is a world expert on supersymmetry and supergravity phenomenology, who has contributed to the field with many original and outstanding works.

Certainly useful to graduate students in physics, the book could also prove to be a resource for advanced graduate courses in experimental high-energy physics.

---
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*The Meaning of the Wave Function: In Search of the Ontology of Quantum Mechanics*

By Shan Gao

Cambridge University Press

Does the wave function directly represent a state of reality, or merely a state of (incomplete) knowledge of it, or something else? This question is the starting point of this book, in which the author — a professor of philosophy — aims to make sense of the wave function in quantum mechanics and investigate the ontological content of the theory. A very powerful mathematical object, the wave function has always been the focus of a debate that goes beyond physics and mathematics to the philosophy of science. The first part of the book (chapters 1–5) deals with the nature of the wave function and provides a critical review of its competing interpretations. In the second part (chapters 6 and 7), the author focuses on the ontological meaning of the wave function and proposes his view, which is that the wave function in quantum mechanics is real and represents the state of random discontinuous motion of particles in 3D space. He offers two main arguments supporting this new interpretation. The third part (chapters 8 and 9) is devoted to investigating possible implications. In particular, the author discusses whether the quantum ontology described by the wave function is enough to account for our scientific experience, or whether additional elements, such as many worlds or hidden variables, are needed.

Aimed at readers familiar with the basics of quantum mechanics, the book could also appeal to students and researchers interested in the philosophical aspects of modern science theories.

*Problem Solving in Quantum Mechanics: From Basics to Real-World Applications for Materials Scientists, Applied Physicists, and Device Engineers*

By Marc Cahay and Supriyo Bandyopadhyay

Wiley

With the rapid development of nanoscience and nano-engineering, quantum mechanics can no longer be considered exclusively the interest of physicists. Indeed, a fundamental understanding of physical phenomena at the nanoscale will require future electronic engineers, condensed-matter physicists and material scientists to master the fundamental principles of quantum theory.

Notice that many textbooks on quantum mechanics are not meant for a wide audience of scientists, in particular those interested in practical applications and technologies at the nanoscale, the author decided to fill this gap. In particular, they focus on the solution of problems that students and researchers working on state-of-the-art material and device applications might have to face.

The problems are grouped by theme in 13 chapters, each completed by a section of further readings.

An ideal resource for graduate students, the book is also of value to professionals who need to update their knowledge or to refocus their expertise towards nanotechnologies.

*An Overview of Gravitational Waves: Theory, Sources and Detection*

By Gerard Auger and Eric Plogar (eds)

World Scientific

In 2016, the first direct detection of gravitational waves — produced more than a billion years ago during the coalescence of two black holes of stellar origin — by the two detectors of the LIGO experiment was a tremendous milestone in the history of science. This timely book provides an overview of the field, presenting the basics of the theory and the main detection techniques.

The discovery of gravitational radiation is extraordinarily important, not only for confirming the key predictions of Einstein’s general relativity, but also for its implications. A new window on the universe is opening up, with more experiments — already built or in the planning stage — joining the effort to perform precise measurements of gravitational waves.

The book, composed of eight chapters, collects the contributions of many experts in the field. It first introduces the theoretical basics needed to follow the discussion on gravitational waves, so that no prior knowledge of general relativity is required. A long chapter dedicated to the sources of such radiation accessible to present and future observations follows. A section is then devoted to the principles of gravitational-wave detection and to the description of present and future Earth- and space-based detectors. Finally, an alternative detection technique based on cold atom interferometry is presented.
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory has rapidly established itself among the finest research centres in high-energy physics. It is operating the world's highest energy, highest intensity proton accelerator and, until it is joined by the CERN SPS, has a monopoly on some almost completely unexplored regions of physics. Something about the atmosphere of the Laboratory is different from any of the established high-energy physics research centres. Aesthetically, a spectacular site has emerged from the cornfields of Illinois. Managerially, a way of operating not in line with practices elsewhere has been implemented. Behind these features is Director R R Wilson, who set very ambitious goals and reached them with his own distinctive style. A special effort has been made to establish a framework of equal employment opportunity to encourage the recruitment and training of staff from minority groups. The Laboratory Policy Statement says categorically "in any

Argonne

Proton radiography

A particularly lively topic at Argonne is the development of practical methods of using proton beams to take medical radiographs. A small group has been working on this in collaboration with members of the medical faculty of the University of Chicago. The group is very enthusiastic about the eventual value of proton radiography in medical applications, as an example of unexpected benefits from high-energy physics research. The great attractiveness of the technique comes from the fact that the number of transmitted protons varies very rapidly near the end of their range so that slight density variations in the material traversed can cause dramatic changes in the number of emerging protons. This is in contrast to X-rays which are exponentially attenuated while traversing matter. Tumours and other abnormalities in healthy tissue, so proton radiography could be used to preserve features of the region or to re-establish a lost environment. A herd of buffalo enjoys one field, a herd of Angus cattle another. The centre of the ring is being given over to a ten-year project to restore an area of prairie to its pre-urbanization state. It will be the biggest nature reserve of its type in the world. "
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Robert Rathbun Wilson's influence on the look and feel of Fermilab is legendary. A 20th century polymath, Wilson left another memorable legacy. Having worked on the Manhattan Project, he fought unceasingly for the peaceful use of atomic energy. A seminal contribution was his paper "Radiological Use of Fast Protons", published in 1946, which established the fundamental tenets and techniques of proton therapy. In 2000, Wilson was fittingly laid to rest in the Pioneer Cemetery, an early settler's burial ground dating from 1839 that became enclosed within the 6800 acre Fermilab site. In 2006, his wife Jane was buried alongside him.
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